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Előszó
Ebbe a könyvbe leírtam mindent, amit megtanultam a hardver és szoftver
tervezésről, de főleg a hardver tervezésről. Az itt leírtak nem az elektronika
alapjai, hanem arra épülnek. Annak lehet hasznos, aki pl. már rendelkezik
egyetemi diplomával, vagy közel áll ahhoz. Vigyázat, elvi hibák is találhatóak
benne, mivel a könyv még írás alatt van.
Használható tanuláshoz, vagy kézikönyvnek. Az egyszerű mikrokontrolleres
áramköröktől a számítógép alaplap-tervezésig próbáltam összegyűjteni minden
szükséges tudásanyagot. Tervezési szempontok, lépések, áramkör fajták,
nagysebességű és komplex digitális tervezés és szimulációk a fő elemei a
jegyzetemnek. A szoftveres rész annak is érdekes lehet aki csak hardverrel akar
foglalkozni, ugyanis jó hardver tervezéséhez kell némi minimális ismeret a
szoftverek működéséről, főleg a boot-olásról (reset vektorok, első, második szintű
boot-loader), eszközök felprogramozásáról, szoftver-feladatok erőforrás és
időigényéről, és a speciális hardver-vezérlésekről mint pl ACPI-tápvezérlés BIOS
és OS által.
Igyekeztem összegyűjteni elegendő információt olyan ritkán puplikált területekről
is, mint pl időzítési analízisek, rétegszerkezet-tervezés, vagy nyomtatott áramköri
tápréteg-jelenségek. Egyes helyeken saját egyenleteket kellett bevezetnem.

Egyes CAD-programokhoz, DSP-khez, processzorokhoz használati segédletek is
találhatók itt. Ezek nem alaptudásnak számítanak, csak amikor az adott processzort
/ programot használnom kellett, arról is írtam.
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1.13.15 Generalized I/O Timing Analysis – article (October-2010 PCDandF)
Istvan Nagy, 2010, Hardware Design Engineer, buenos@freemail.hu www.buenos.extra.hu

Introduction:
There are digital board design engineers who understand the relationship between timig analysis, signal integrity and PCB trace length
constraints. Unfortunatelly there are more who don't. This article is for them. Some people do SI/timing analysis in a heuristic way, but here a
systematic approach is presented. We do timing analysis to create PCB layout design trace length constraints (Pre-layout analysis), to determine
the maximum data rate where the interface is still reliably operational (Pre-or-post-layout), and to verify an already routed board (Post-layout
analysis) if it would work reliably.

Timing analysis
There are two kinds of timing: dynamic (protocol) timing and static timing. This article is focusing on static timing, but we need to consider the
dynamic timing as well. The dynamic timing is the sequence of signal assertions quantized at the data-rate. The static timing analysis (STA) is
more like an analog phenomenon, its purpose is to ensure that the signals will be captured correctly. In STA, we write a budget of timing
parameters to get the timing margins. These have to be greater than zero, otherwise the interface will not operate reliably at all times. The prelayout calculations will determine the trace lengths where these margins reach zero. There are two sides of the timing: SETUP and HOLD side.
In the setup analysis we check if the signal arrives early enough before sampling, while in the hold analysis we check if the signal is still stable
for a little right after sampling.

Analysis to do
We do two types of timing analysis, the pre-layout and the post-layout. In the pre-layout calculations we investigate possibilities (maximum
number of devices, maximum data rate…) and we determine PCB-layout design trace-length constraints, which will ensure minimum zero
timing margins. In the post-layout timing analysis we verify if the finished board will work reliably (with positive timing margins) in all cases.
We have to take always the possible worst-case combination of the timing parameters into account, that are usually specified as a range of
statistically possible values. By rearranging the variables, we can calculate for example the maximum clock frequency. [Ref.-4]

Fig-1: Board-level Timing Analysis flow.
Bi-directional buses move data in two different directions. These are called read and write, although in some multi-master interfaces it is not
clear which transaction is read or write, so then we need a separate timing analysis for each driver/receiver combination.
We have to do a "Setup Analysis" and a "Hold Analysis" separately for both reads and writes. If the setup analysis fails (setup violation), then
when the capture flip-flop captures the signal on it’s input, it maybe didn’t finish transitioning to the new logic level yet. If the hold analysis
fails (hold violation), then it means that the capture flip-flop might capture the signal when it already has started transitioning to the next logic
value.
We can do the analysis either between package-pins (based on datasheet parameters), or in a complete system on-board and on-chip together. If
we work based on datasheet parameters, then best to use the generalized equations, but if we have detailed on-chip-timing data then it's best to
use the timing graph approach.

Basic synchronous data path:

Fig-2: simple synchronous data path.
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Every type of system has a D-flip-flop launching the data signal (data, address, command, simply call it "data" here) to the bus at the edge of
the reference signal (signal connected to its CK-pin, a clock or a strobe signal). Another D-flip-flop captures the data at a given rising or falling
edge of the reference signal. Usually the two flip-flops are on two different chips, and the data and clock paths contain PCB interconnects as
well as on-chip delays. The data signal is usually a group of signals, so the timing requirements have to be met for each one of them.
The chip designers usually use I/O flip-flops (or in some cases transparent latches) that are close to the I/O pins, and usually launch/capture the
data to/from the on-chip core logic, as separate transactions from the on-board transactions. On a bi-directional interface, there is an I/O buffer
and a launch and a capture flip-flop on the same chip, although only one of them is used in one bus transaction.
A Strobe signal is not a free-running clock, it has an edge only when its needed, while a clock signal toggles all the time when the power is
applied. Both types feed I/O flip-flop CK pins.

Fig-3: signals at flip-flop pins
Signal states on a bus:

Bit-N is stable/valid.

Previous or next bit is stable/valid

Signal is in the process of transitioning (between thresholds), so it’s not valid.

On a bus, the data is only valid when all lines are valid.

Timing parameters:
There are timing parameters describing components, cells in components and interconnects on-chip and on-board.
Output guaranteed timing:
Worst case late/early times before/until the signal at the output of a component or cell may become/stay valid, guaranteed by the chip
manufacturer/designer at nominal load. The on-chip delays with the flip-flop timing can be combined together at the chip/die pin/pad. (Fig4) The D-type flip-flop generates the data on its Q output pin as the effect of the signal edge on its CK-pin. This takes time for the flip-flop,
and this time is called clock-to-output delay (t_CK-Q).
The flip-flop output pin or I/O buffer has to drive an interconnection (on-chip or on-board), and it takes additional time until the output
voltage reaches the new logic value (Transition Delay). This is included in the datasheet output timings, and it is dependent on the output
loading, so usually specified at a test/reference-load condition. The nominal/test load has to be specified in the datasheet, for example 50
Ohm and 50pF in parallel to VDD/2 voltage. If we have a loading condition different than the nominal load, then we need to extract the onchip portion, to handle it separately.

Fig-4: flip-flop or chip output timing (t_CK-Q is either t_OSU or t_OH)
Output Setup Time (t_OSU):
Maximum clock-to-output-valid delay (t_CK-Q_max) at nominal load. It describes the longest (statistically) time it takes for the signal at
the output pin to settle at the new voltage level, so it is the maximum clock-to-output delay. This parameter has different names in the
different vendor-datasheets: t_OSU, t_VAL_max, t_acc…

Fig-5: Output timings for 2 flip-flops
Output Hold Time (t_OH):
Minimum clock-to-output-invalid delay (t_CK-Q_min) at nominal load. It describes the shortest time for the previous bit at the output pin
to remain valid after the clock-edge has already ordered the transition to the new bit value, so it is the minimum clock-to-output delay. This
parameter has different names in the different vendor-datasheets: t_OH, t_VAL_min…
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Output skew (t_SK_Out):
Maximum clock-to-output-valid delay-difference between two signals, at two output pins. The skew can be specified in different ways: as
a peak-to-peak value, or as a min/max value pair referencing one signal to the other signal.
Peak-to-peak: t_SK_Out = Max(t_OSU1, t_OSU2) – Min(t_OH1, t_OH2)
Min/Max: t_SK_Min = t_OH_data - t_OSU_Ref , which is usually negative, and t_SK_Max = t_OSU_data - t_OH_Ref
In some cases they specify: t_SK_Out = (t_OSU_Ref - t_OH_Ref) + (t_OSU_data - t_OH_data)
So, if we want to use these parameters, we might have to transform them to a different form to fit in our timing calculations.

Fig-6: Examples for How they mean the "skew" on the datasheets. Here the "maximum" and "minimum" are not literally max/min
deviations.
Input requirements:
Worst-case times before/until the signal must become/stay valid at the input pin. The signal timing at the input pin must be at least this
good, guaranteed by the system/board designer. These are originally the parameters of the D-type flip-flop capturing the data signal, but
they can be combined with on-chip delays between the flip-flop pins and the die/package pins. The D-type flip-flop captures the data on its
D input pin as the effect of the signal edge on its CK-pin.

Fig-7: flip-flop or chip input timing (t_D-CK is either t_ISU or t_IH)

Fig-8: Input timing requirements
Input requirement (Slew Rate) derating:
For some standards they take into account the effect of the input signal slew-rate. Usually they specify the input requirements at a given
input/reference signal slew-rate combination, and they provide "derating tables" or formulas to calculate t_ISU and t_IH for other slewrates. The transistor inputs need a certain amount of charge to build up to make the transistor switch to the new logic level. For DDR2SDRAMs, they specify AC thresholds as Vref+/-175mV. The required charge is determined by the chip designer. The AC threshold levels
describe the voltage that the waveform has to reach at nominal slew rate to accumulate enough charge. If our slew rate is different, then the
threshold level to cross will be different. Instead of recalculating the AC threshold levels for the given slew rate, the JEDEC memory
standards (reference-2) handle this by introducing the slew rate derating, by keeping the AC threshold constant and modifying the input
timing requirements, compensating for the extra time it takes to finish accumulating the charge. Note that the slew rate does not change the
input setup/hold requirements, just we apply this simplification instead of changing the threshold levels to make the analysis work easier.
The AC/DC expansion creates four thresholds (high/low-AC/DC) instead of the original one for Vref based or differential I/O (or the
original two in CMOS/TTL). Most of the standards don't use derating. [Ref.3]
Input Setup Requirement (t_ISU):
The signal has to be already stable/valid at the D input pin of the flip-flop at least t_ISU before the edge on the CK pin, to make sure that
the right data value is safely captured. This parameter has different names in the different vendor-datasheets: t_ISU, t_SETUP, t_DS. Very
often this parameter is simply called "Setup Time", although some documents refer to something else with the same name, for e xample
actual value of arrival time.
Input Hold Requirement (t_IH):
The signal has to stay stable/valid at the D input pin of the flip-flop at least t_IH after the capturing edge on the CK pin, to make sure that
the right data value is safely captured. This parameter has different names in the different vendor-datasheets: t_IH, t_HOLD, t_DH. Very
often this parameter is simply called "Hold Time".
Input skew (t_SK_In):
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This specifies the maximum allowed skew/deviation between the signal/edge arrival times (signal becomes/stays valid) at two specified
input pins on one chip. These can be data-data, reference-data, reference-reference combinations.

Propagation delay:
The Propagation Delay (t_pd) describes interconnect delays (output-buffers with the interconnections) and/or combinatorial logic-path
delays.
Interconnect delay:
This delay is made of two big parts, the Transition Delay (I/O-buffer +load related delay), and the Flight Time (PCB trace length related
delay). If we do a signal-integrity simulation, then we measure the combination of the these, but this doesn't include flip-flop timings.
The Transition Delay is the time needed for the signal to reach the new logic value and become valid.
The flight-time delay is the time it takes for a signal to travel through the interconnection. For PCB design we need length constrains, that
are directly proportional to flight-time. To be able to determine accurate constraints, we need to separate them from the transition delays.
This can be done by doing signal integrity simulations with realistic load conditions. The length variation within a narrow range will have
negligible effect on the transition delays. If two signals propagate on different layers with different effective dielectric constants, then they
have different propagation velocity, so they should be propagation delay matched, which is different than simple length matching.
In case of meander routing which is common for length matching, the signal may propagate faster than it would on a straight P CB trace,
because of the crosstalk between the meander segments. This is one of the reasons why we have to do post layout verification with a prope r
3D EM simulator.
The Propagation Delay is measured from simulation run time zero until the logic-threshold level crossing at the receiver chip pin. We have
to simulate both the rising and the falling waveforms, at both "Fast" and "Slow" I/O buffer IBIS model setting. Then finally take the
shortest time as t_pd_min, the longest time as t_pd_max. Usually we measure these on an eye diagram, where most of the signal integrity
effects can be included.
The chip datasheet output timing is usually a combination of the Transition Delay at the output pin at test-load condition and the on-chip
delays and flip-flop timings. The test load has to be specified in the datasheet. If we have a loading condition different than the test load,
then we need to extract the on-chip portion of the datasheet parameters, because we will have to replace the transition delay to the real one
instead of the test-load-based one. This can be done by doing a signal integrity simulation to get the test-load transition delays, and subtract
these from the datasheet values. This way we will have the on-chip parameters (t_OD_min/max) to put into our timing budget calculation
separately.
Extracting the on-chip output delays:
1. Take t_OSU and t_OH from the chip datasheets
2. Do a signal integrity simulation with test-load condition, to determine the min/max transition delays, use "Fast" IBIS buffer setting for
min, "Slow" for max. Measure both rising and falling edges, use the earlier crossing for min, and the later for max. Measure it from
simulation time zero until the signal crosses the new logic level threshold.
3. Calculate on-chip output delay portions:
t_OD_max = t_OSU – t_Transition_min
t_OD_min = t_OH – t_Transition_max
Extracting the real Transition Delay:
1) Simulate the waveforms at the receiver pin with realistic load condition using estimated trace lengths, measure the delays as
t_pd_min/max (from Fast/Slow IBIS options).
2) Extract the internal chip delays (t_OD_min, t_OD_max) from the datasheet t_OSU/t_OH parameters.
3) Calculate the flight time:

t_flight_time 

Length   r _ eff
c

 r_eff is the average or effective dielectric constant of the materials surrounding the trace on the PCB, c is the speed of light. For outer
layers the material is partly air, partly FR4. An estimation for outer layer can be:

 r _ eff 

 r _ FR 4  1
2



 r _ FR 4  1
2

1

 (1  12 

h 2
)
w

,where h is the FR4 dielectric thickness measured to the ground plane, w

is trace width. For inner with two different FR4 materials can be:
signalling frequency (use f_knee = 0.5/t_rise). [Ref-11]
4) The transition delay:
t_transition_delay_x = t_pd_x – t_flight_time
where ”x” is min or max.
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Fig-9: The delays from flip-flop to flip-flop. The on-chip input delay is usually included in the t_ISU/t_IH chip/datasheet parameters.
Logic-path delay:
Combinatorial logic circuits also cause delays. These can be on-chip or on-board logic, for example a byte-swaping CPLD on a VME bus.
We can get the delay values from the on-chip STA report. The combinatorial logic gates or multiplexers can be treated as delay elements
(they have timing arcs) in the aspect of STA. For STA, the actual functionality of the logic doesn’t matter, since it is a worst-case analysis.
flip-flop D-to-Q arc is NOT combinatorial, it breaks timing paths, although CK-to-Q arcs can be included.
Skew:
The PCB skew is the propagation delay difference between two signals. If all the traces have similar drivers and trace lengths, then the
propagation delay and the transition delay will be very similar, so we can simplify the problem to trace length matching. The matching is
designed with an allowable tolerance as a constraint.

Errors and jitters:
These parameters always decrease our timing margins, so they have to be subtracted from the timing budgets. In this article, they are
called errors, and their sum is

 t _ err

m

. We only have to take into account half bit time of it, for both the setup and the hold anlysis,

m

which is t_err = t_err_pp / 2.
We can calculate crosstalk or power supply noise related jitter from voltage noise in the following way: t_err_pp = V_noise_pp /
Slew_Rate, where the slew rate is the victim signal slew rate in V/ns. The best is to do a signal integrity simulation where we try to inject
all the possible noise and crosstalk sources, and include only the remaining ones in the timing calculation.
The various types of errors:

 Clock-jitter:

Some component datasheets include the maximum allowed input reference clock jitter in the data output timing uncertainty,
while other datasheets specify output timing at ideal reference clock. [Ref-6]

 ISI: Inter Symbol Interference. At high speeds, the previous

bits values have an effect on the locacion of the signal edge. This is best to
be simulated in eye diagrams for long PRBS (Pseudo-Random Binary Sequence, see reference-6.) bitstreams.

 Crosstalk effects: The crosstalk has two effects. One is the false detection on the settled signal, the other effect is that it speeds up or
slows down a signal edge.

 Power supply noise: The supply-voltage

noise shifts the output voltage and input threshold voltage levels. A signal integrity simulation
with power plane model is needed to investigate it. Or simply change or thresholds by the noise amplitude / 2.

 Vref noise: This shifts the detection thresholds apart from each other.
 Capacitive load mismatch: The transition delay depends on the load capacitance among other parameters. Do two simulations,

one with
and one without an extra capacitor connected at the load. Measure the t_pd difference between the two simulations to get the t_err_pp.

 Termination

resistance mismatch: Do a signal integrity simulation with ODT=off in the IBIS model selector, and manually connect
external termination resistors with a value of nominal+/-tolerance. Take the t_pd difference as t_err_pp. [Ref-5]

 Duty cycle distortion

(DCD): The clock is not perfectly symmetrical, the high and low time durations therefore are not equal. It is
t_err_pp = (t_high - t_low). Normally we use the nominal period and we take the duty-cycle distortion into account. With some standards
(like DDR memories) they specify a parameter, which includes all of these as a t_HP clock-half-period, and use this as a starting point of
the analysis.

 DLL-delay-error: In some interfaces, the reference and/or the data signal is delayed by an on-chip DLL circuit to align them to the
correct capturing position. This delay has a tolerance, and the deviation from the ideal value is the DLL delay error.

 Propagation delay tolerance: The PCB trance lengths and on-chip delays can be constrained with a tolerance. If we need to include
propagation delay in the budget then we can either use its min/max values appropriately, or use its nominal value and include its
tolerance as a t_err parameter.

Datasheet parameters:
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In different datasheets or in different standards the same timing parameters can have different names, or different parameters can have the same
name. In other cases the way they measure the timing parameter can be different. For example some documents refer to Input Se tup
Requirement as "Setup Time", while some other documents call the actual value of arrival time or an Output Setup Time with the same name. In
some datasheets a parameter is referenced to the previous clock edge, while others reference it to the following clock edge. Before using a
parameter, check how they are specified, and if it is necessary, then transform them to the way presented here:
t_x  (t_bit - t_x) ± t_bit*(k/2)
where k is an integer number.
In most of the datasheets the skew between 2 signals is specified as the deviation between them, while some other datasheets name a parameter
as skew, even if that parameter describes the t_data_period - t_skew value, so basically the skew-less region of the bit-time.
The timing parameters can be specified at the chip-package pin, at the silicon-die-pad (large BGAs), or at the I/O flip-flops on the silicon. In
case of the die-pad specification, they provide the routing lengths inside the package, called "Package Length".
The chip I/O timing parameters contain the flip-flop timing parameters and on-chip interconnect, buffer and clock-tree delays combined. In
case of in-house chip/ FPGA development, we might have the internal parameters specified separately.
For those interfaces where not the absolute delays but the relative delays are important, they provide skew instead of t_ OSU/t_OH values. This
simplifies the board-level timing analysis, so the board designer doesn’t have to worry about the on-chip signal relationships that the chip
designers have already taken care of.
The chip/FPGA designers can set up timing constraints to produce a chip layout which is at least as good as the datasheet parameters will
describe. The constraints are based on standard values or they are intuitively based on the target speed. If the chip and the board are designed at
the same company, then we can adjust the chip/board-design constraints together to achieve best timing. [Reference-1]
Reference-reference timing:
In some interfaces, there can be different reference signals for the different signal-groups. To maintain the correct timing for some on-chip
circuits, additional timing requirements have to be met in the board design between the different reference signals. Examples are the DDRSDRAM memory clock-to-strobe matching or serial link lane-to-lane matching.

Signal integrity analysis
To get the accurate propagation delays on interconnects including various signal integrity effects we have to do signal integrity simulations
using I/O buffer models (IBIS models). On the other hand, the timing analysis can be considered as the way to quantify the SI simulation results.
For a pre-layout simulation, the interconnect is modelled as a set of simplified transmission line models, while for the post-layout analysis we
extract interconnect information from the routed layout design. The result of the SI analysis is a set of waveforms. We have to measure times
and voltages on these, this could be called ”Geometrical Waveform Analysis”. Finally we supply the timing information into our timing
calculations. We also have to determine signal slew rates, for input requirement derating.
These simulations and the IBIS I/O buffer models don’t include on-chip and flip-flop timing, only the interaction between traces and I/O
buffers. Because of this, the starting point on the waveform is the simulation time zero, and also the output buffer excitation starting time.
The IBIS models have a selector parameter: "Fast"/"Slow"/"Typical". These are the silicon manufacturing, supply voltage and temperature
related speed parameters, corners. The speed does not vary (statistically) much on the same chip, it varies a lot more between different chips.
We have to find the worst but still realistic speed combination of the signals.
Input logic level threshold/decision types:
 Single-ended V_IH/V_IL based (for example CMOS or TTL). The logic value is high if the V_in>V_IH, low if V_in<V_IL, between
them it is invalid.
 Single-ended Vref based (for example SSTL). The logic value is high if the V_in>Vref, low if V_in<Vref.
 Differential: There is a positive (P) and a negative (N) signal in a differential pair, and if the voltage on P is higher than on N then it is
logic high, otherwise low.
Sampling methods:
 SDR (Single Data Rate): The data is launched/captured at only one (usually rising) edge of the reference signal. Sometimes the capture
edge is the rising edge, and the launch edge is the falling edge, but it is still SDR.
 DDR (Dual Data Rate): The data is launched/captured at both rising and falling edges of the reference signal. This can be done by two
separate flip-flops or by a DDR flip-flop.
 QDR (Quad Data Rate): The data signal is launched/captured at both edges of the reference signal, but also half way between the edges.
Pre-layout: Get on-chip delays and realistic transition delays. Use estimated trace lengths for realistic transition delay extraction, reference
signal t_pd and for relative t_pd rules. Use zero length and nominal load for t_OD extraction. Use the on-chip delay (t_OD) parameters in the
timing calculations. Use the transition delay in the length calculations.
Post-layout: Get propagation delays, using exact trace lengths. We also need the on-chip delay (t_OD) parameters to be extracted using
nominal load. The routing skew has to be at the extremes during the simulation.
Time:
The times on the waveforms have to be measured between points where the signal crosses the logic threshold voltage levels. We might apply
AC and DC level offsets to these because of the capacitance of the input buffers (slew rate derating). Until the signal doesn't cross the DC
threshold level, it is considered as holding the previous bit value and stable. The signal is stable/valid at the new bit value after it has crossed the
AC level. Therefore the AC levels on the data signals are used for setup analysis, and the DC levels for hold analysis, although it's the opposite
for the reference signals. Most of the standards don’t specify AC/DC expanding.
The geometrical timing measurements can be done as absolute time measurements (t_pd from simulation time zero), or as relative time
measurements (between the reference signal and the data signal). If we do relative measurements, then we get an intermediate timing margin
(t_SU_MAR1, and t_H_MAR1). In the timing calculations after the simulation we subtract the remaining parameters from this to get the final
timing margins.
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For the t_pd_min measurements, use "Fast" IBIS model setting and measure until the DC threshold, and take the smaller of the rising/falling
values. In case of the t_pd_max, we use "Slow" IBIS setup until the AC threshold and take the greater of the rising/falling values. The IBIS
model Fast/Slow settings have to be chosen based on what is realistic and worst case in the same time.
Possible cases:
a) Two different chips drive the data and the reference signal. We can assume that one of them is in the “Fast” and the other one is in the
“Slow” corner worst case.
b) The data and the reference signal are both driven by the same chip. We can assume negligible difference in speed capabilities. Set the
IBIS models to “Fast” for both or “Slow” for both. Try both speeds and take the worst margins.
Simulated eye diagrams wrap the timeline around, so every second bit appears to be delayed by only t_pd from simulation time zero. This way
we can meassure t_pd on multiple bits in the same time. If we do oscilloscope measurements in the lab instead of simulation, then we don’t have
the opportunity to know where the time zero is, so then we can only measure relative times on those waveforms.
Geometrical Timing Measurements on Waveforms:
t_pd_min is measured from simulation time zero until the signal's previous bit value goes invalid (earliest DC crossing). t_pd_max is measured
from simulation time zero until the signal actual bit value goes valid (latest AC crossing). t_SU_MAR1 is measured from the moment when the
data signal goes valid (AC), until the reference signal goes invalid (DC). t_H_MAR1 is measured from the moment when the refe rence signal
goes valid (AC), until the data signal goes invalid (DC) with the actual bit value. The moments when these valid-invalid transitions happen
depend on the input logic level decision thresholds and the AC/DC expansion.

Fig-10: Measuring absolute (t_pd) and relative (t_X_MAR1) times on waveform eye -diagrams.
DLL/PLL delays:
With a DLL the reference signal edge can be aligned within the data valid region at the capture flip-flop’s pins. This might not be the case on
the board traces if the DLL is on the receiving chip. Either do the analysis at the capture flip-flop on-chip, or do the analysis on the board with
adding the DLL delay to the reference signal excitation.
Slew Rate:
If the device or standard specifies input requirement derating, then we need the slew rate to be measured on the waveforms at realistic load and
trace lengths. The best is to get the slew rate between the logic threshold levels. For Setup they measure between Vref (or nominal threshold)
and V_AC crossing, while for Hold they measure between V_DC and Vref.
Effects of crosstalk on timing:
The crosstalk to the data signals can increase or decrease the transition time, this way the propagation delay. If the noise voltage is too high and
it happens during sampling, then it may cause false detection. Crosstalk to clock or strobe signals increases the clock/strobe jitter. The
simulation setup for signals within a group could be two drivers with maximum skew between them, switching in the same and opposite way. In
case of different signal groups, the best is if we set the skew between them to be t_rise for the simulation. The power supply noise effect
simulation would require an S-parameter model containing the interconnects and the power planes, or a simple setup where the IBIS TX-buffer
power pins have a DC-supply and an AC-noise voltage source in series. In all cases we measure t_pd with and without aggressor, the difference
is a t_err parameter.
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Generalized Timing Equation
The generalized equation:

0  t _ X _ MAR  t _ AVAILABLE   t _ improvingi   t _ deg rading k   t _ errm
i

k

m

The "X" can be read-setup, read-hold, write-setup, write-hold. t_X_MAR is the Timing Margin, t_AVAILABLE is the time available for the
analysis. t_err parameters are various signal integrity effects, they always decrease the timing margins, and they are not de lay related.
Which timing parameters are improving and which ones are degrading the timing margin, depends on the interface-type. Improving parameter:
if it is bigger, then it helps increasing the timing margin. Degrading: if it is bigger, it decreases the margin. Before putting any parameter into the
calculations, we have to transform them if necessary, and removing the negative sign if they have negative sign. In very rare cases, a datasheet
parameter’s negative sign really means negative, so an engineering judgement is needed. For example a if they specify t_ISU= –1ns, then it may
mean that the chip actually tolerates if the data arrives 1ns after the sampling edge.
When the data and the reference signal are going into opposite directions, in the setup analysis the data delay is degrading and the reference
signal delay is also degrading, for hold analysis the data is improving and the reference signal is also improving. When they go in the same
direction, then for setup the data is degrading and reference signal is improving, while for hold the data is improving and the reference signal is
degrading.
Instead of datasheet t_OSU/t_OH parameters and flight-time, we should use extracted t_OD and simulated t_pd_min/max at real load
conditions. In the degrading list we use t_pd_max, and in the improving list we use t_pd_min, except if the data/reference signals are driven by
the same chip. In that case both are minimum or both are maximum.
The DLL delays (usually t_bit/2) can be added to the available time and include the DLL-delay-error as an error parameter, or can be included
among the improving or degrading parameters with its absolute value. In both cases we may need to use the "Shift Rule".
Few of the parameters are included in the signal integrity analysis result, so in the calculation we only have to consider the remaining ones. If
we measured relative timings on the waveforms, then the final calculation looks like this:

0  t _ X _ MAR  t_X_MAR1  t _ improvingi   t _ deg rading k   t _ errm
i

Case
RD-SU
RD-HOLD
WR-SU
WR-HOLD
RD-SU

t_AVAILABLE
T_clk
0
T_clk
0
RD# pulse-width

RD-HOLD
WR-SU
WR-HOLD
SourceSynch.
RD-SU
RD-HOLD
WR-SU
WR-HOLD
ClockForwarding RD-SU
RD-HOLD
WR-SU
WR-HOLD
Unidir.Synch.
WR-SU
WR-HOLD
Embedded.Clk
WR-SU
WR-HOLD

0
WR# pulse-width
0
T_bit/2
T_bit/2
T_bit/2
T_bit/2
T_clk
0
T_clk
0
T_clk
0
T_clk/2
T_clk/2

Syncronous

Asynchronous

k

t_improving (List)
t_OD_min_slave, t_pd_data, t_pd_clk
t_pd_clk
t_OD_min_master, t_pd_data
t_OD_min_slave, t_pd_data,
t_pd_strobe
t_pd_strobe
t_OD_min_master, t_pd_data

t_pd_clk
t_OD_min_slave, t_pd_data
t_pd_clk
t_OD_min_master, t_pd_data
t_pd_clk
t_OD_min_master, t_pd_data

m

t_degrading (List)
t_ISU_master, t_OD_max_slave, t_pd_data, t_pd_clk
t_IH_master
t_ISU_slave, t_OD_max_master, t_pd_data,
t_IH_slave, t_pd_clk
t_ISU_master, t_OD_max_slave, t_pd_data, t_pd_strobe
t_IH_master
t_ISU_slave, t_OD_max_master, t_pd_data,
t_IH_slave, t_pd_strobe
t_ISU_master, (t_pd_data- t_pd_str), t_DQSQ_max
t_IH_master, (t_pd_str- t_pd_data), t_QHS
t_ISU_slave, (t_pd_data- t_pd_str), t_master_skew_max
t_IH_slave, (t_pd_str- t_pd_data), (-1*t_master_skew_min)
t_ISU_master, t_OD_max_slave, t_pd_data,
t_IH_master, t_pd_clk
t_ISU_slave, t_OD_max_master, t_pd_data,
t_IH_slave, t_pd_clk
t_ISU_slave, t_OD_max_master, t_pd_data,
t_IH_slave, t_pd_clk

Notes
1,2
1,2
1,2
1,2

4
4
4
4

3
3

Table-1: the parameters
note-1: Most of the synchronous systems have t_AVAILABLE_hold = 0, t_AVAILABLE _setup = t_clk_period. There are systems where we
launch the output at the falling edge, and capture input at the rising edge, so there t_AVAILABLE _setup = t_AVAILABLE _hold =
T_clk_period/2.
note-2: If the clock is supplied by the master to the slave chip, then t_pd_clk is straightforward. If it is routed to both the maste r and the slave,
then use t_pd_clk = t_pd_to_slave - t_pd_to_master . If it is known as a clock skew, then for the degrading list the t_pd_clk = t_clk_skew_pp ,
and for the improving list t_pd_clk = -1 * t_clk_skew_pp.
note-3: All the parameters here are receiver-chip design internal delays.
note-4: The terminology here is from the DDR2-SDRAM standard. Instead of t_OSU/t_OH (which depends on t_OD), they specify their
differences as skew. Instead of having one of the t_pd_data or t_pd_str as degrading and the other as improving parameter, we have +/(t_pd_data_x - t_pd_str_x) as a degrading parameter, which is actually the skew from the datasheet.

Maximum datarate calculation:
The maximum data rate is the speed where we get zero for one of the margins.

t _ required   t _ deg rading i   t _ improvingk   t _ errm
i

k

m
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Calculate the required time for both setup/hold and read/write then take the biggest number. But only do those calculations where the
t_AVAILABLE is not specified as zero in the table. The minimum bit period is t_bit_min = 2* t_required_max . The maximum data rate is 1 /
t_bit_min .

Programming an asynchronous bus interface:
First we have to calculate the required time, then we have to determine the number of system clock cycles needed by checking
t_required/t_clk_period and rounding it up to the nearest integer number. The result has to be programmed into the bus interface control
registers.
1.
Minimum strobe pulse width:
This is the minimum duration for a RD# or a WR# or ALE strobe pulse. Take the parameters for the WR# from the write setup parameter list
in the spreadsheet. For the RD#, take the parameters from the read setup parameter list.

t _ pulse _ min   t _ deg rading i   t _ improvingk   t _ errm
i

k

m

2.
Programmable Hold Time
Take the parameters for the write from the write hold parameter list in the spreadsheet. For the read calculation, take them from the read hold
list.

t _ phold   t _ deg rading i   t _ improvingk   t _ errm
i

k

m

3.
Programmable Setup Time
This is used to satisfy the address setup requirements and to improve the data setup margins and. On a typical asynchronous microcontroller
or DSP bus there can be two cases:
 The address is driven to the bus in the same time as the CS# (chip select) and not captured, just asynchronously selects the data register
inside the slave. The required time for the address setup:

t _ su _ addr _ req  t _ OD _ addr  t _ pd _ addr  t _ ISU _ addr  t _ pd _ str  t _ OD _ str   t _ errm
m

Strobe here is the RD# or WR# strobe. t_psu = t_su_addr_req to be programmed.
 The case of the multiplexed address/data bus. The address is captured at the edge of an ALE (address latch enable) signal, then the master
switches to databus mode. We need to keep the ALE asserted for at least t_su_addr_req time, then de-assert and wait t_h_addr_req with the
RD#/WR# data strobe assertion. Calculate the required master clock periods for both address setup and address hold, add them together to
get the t_psu. We also have to program the ALE pulse width that is minimum t_su_addr_req.

Complete system, Timing Graphs
The data signal always propagates from the launch flip-flop to the capture flip-flop. The reference signal always propagates from a clock
generator to both the launch and the capture flip-flop. We can add the segment of the reference signal from the clock generator to the launch
flip-flop, to the data path, so then we get two paths: the "data-path" and the "reference-path". Both of them may propagate through multiple
circuit nets. The flip-flop timings have to be included in the paths, this way both signals propagate between the same 2 points in the system. The
Start point is the clock generator, and the End point is the capture flip-flop CK pin. From the Start point to the End point there are exactly two
valid paths through the system. The data path is the one going through the capture flip-flop’s D-pin. The reference path goes through the capture
flip-flop’s CK pin without touching the D-pin. Both paths can be walked only in the direction of the signal propagation. Both paths may include
any number of flip-flop CK-Q arcs, however the segment between the launch and the capture flip-flop can not include more flip-flops, since
they would break the timing paths.
To be able to do the timing analysis with Timing Graphs, we need to know all the on-chip delays, which is usually not the case. If the chip
datasheet specifies a skew between the data and the reference signal, then we might transform it to on-chip delays. For example set t_OD_ref=0
and set t_OD_data=t_skew. If some of the delays in the two paths are identical, then they can be ignored in the analysis. Chip/board designers
can take an advantage of this fact by using identical (matched with a tolerance) trace lengths and use identical I/O circuits in the two paths, to
equalise delays or to simplify the STA.

Fig-11: Timing Graph on a simplified synchronous datapath. The transmission-line symbols may contain on-board/chip interconnects and
other elements.
We need to introduce two conventions here to simplify the graph-based analysis:
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Using a negative value for the input hold requirement timing parameter (t_IH  -1 * t_IH). This way we can set the same end point
for both the setup and the hold analysis.
Shift rule: If one of the setup/hold margins is negative, then we have to shift them until both become positive. The logic design or
protocol must expect the valid data in the previous or next period. The shift operation is simply: t_SU_mar  t_SU_mar -/+
t_data_period and t_h_mar  t_h_mar +/- t_data_period, so shift them in the opposite direction. Some designs are based on this,
delaying by t_DLL has the same effect on STA as being early by t_data_per - t_DLL.

Performing the analysis: write a delay-budget on both paths from the Start until the End, to get t_del_data and t_del_ref. This is basically a
weighted graph, where we have to determine the weight of the two paths. After this, we can calculate the timing margins as:

0  t _ SU _ MAR  t_bit  t _ del _ ref  t _ del _ data   t _ errm
m

0  t _ H _ MAR  0  t _ del _ data  t _ del _ ref   t _ errm
m

For the PCB traces its the best to do a signal integrity eye-diagram analysis to get absolute propagation delays, separately for the data and the
reference signals. The ISI/crosstalk/SSN effects can be included in the simulation for t_pd or can be separately taken into a ccount as t_err in the
final calculations.
For single data rate synchronous systems, if the falling edge is used to launch the data and the rising edge is used for capturing, then it means
that there is an inverter in the system. An inverter on a clock signal is a delay element with half the clock period delay.

I/O Interface Types:
Synchronous (common clock) interfaces
Examples of synchronous systems are Single-Datarate SDRAM memories, PCI-bus... The main feature of the synchronous systems is that
all data launch and capture happens on the edge of the same free-running clock (reference signal). In most cases the rising edge of the clock
is used, although there are systems where they make use of both edges for example they launch the data at the falling edge and capture at
the rising edge, or they launch/capture at both rising/falling edges (double data rate). The first one can be useful for slow buses with
potential hold violations, by balancing the setup/hold margins.
The clock propagation delay to each flip-flop in the system is preferred to be equal. This is why we match the clock trace lengths
(minimize skew) to every device. If they are not matched, then one of the margins is reduced by the difference. In some cases the master
chip provides the clock to the slave (for example a DSP to the SDRAM), other cases there is a central clock source. In the first case we can
take the whole clock trace length as a clock-skew, since the length_to_master = 0 while the lentgh_to_slave = clock_trace_length. Using a
feedback clock could solve this.
The clock frequency where the setup marins reaches zero, is the maximum safe speed. If the two chips are too far from each other, then
the data-path might have too much delay and it might cause a setup violation. We can help on this by decreasing the clock frequency, but
the hold violation can only be fixed by proper propagation delay arrangement, for example by a minimum t_pd_data constraint.

Fig-12: Synchronous SDRAM interface Timing Graphs
Asynchronous (strobe based) interfaces
Examples are the microcontroller or DSP peripheral buses, with separate RD# and WR# strobes. Sometimes there is an address -latch
(ALE) strobe too in case of multiplexed address/data bus. The main feature of these is that the data launch happens on the falling edge of the
strobe signal, and capture on the rising edges. There is a master who generates the strobes. The master chip-level logic design is always
synchronous, it schedules the strobes based on its internal clock, with programmable intervals. They usually have programmable "strobe
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pulse width", "setup time" and "hold time". The programmable setup time is when the slave is addressed/selected but the strobe is not
asserted yet. After a strobe deassertion the write data may remain on the bus for p.hold time to improve on the hold margins. Often the
Output Setup Time of the slave is called "Access Time" (t_acc), because it includes the time it takes to access the data inside the slave
device.

Fig-13: Timing Graphs for a typical asynchronous bus

Fig-14: Asynchronous interface, read transaction timing

Fig-15: Asynchronous interface, write transaction timing
Source-synchronous interfaces.
For both read and write, the actual device driving the data signals generates the reference signal (strobe). Examples for sourcesynchronous systems are the DDRx-SDRAM memory databus, Intel FSB address or data bus...
For a usual synchronous system, the biggest limitation is coming from the setup timing budges. This is either a maximum trace length at
given datarate, or a maximum datarate at a given bus length. The source synchronous interfaces don't have this problem, since the data and
the reference signal are propagating in the same direction for all bus transactions. This way one of the propagation delays is degrading,
while the other one is improving the timing budget, so compensating each other. The only length limitations come from signal integrity,
transaction latency or on-chip back-end interface design.
The strobe signals are usually generated by flip-flops clocked by the same clock as used for the data flip-flops, or by a 90 delayed clock.
The datasheets usually specify skew between the data and the strobe signals, since the t_pd difference has direct effect on the I/O static
timing.
To balance the setup and hold margins, they usually align the strobe by delaying it by t_bit/2. For DDR-SDRAM memories, this is always
done inside the master (memory controller) by using a DLL delay circuit on-chip. For writes, it is delayed before the strobe enters the PCB,
for reads it is delayed after it enters the master chip. So the alignment on the PCB is different for the two cases. [Ref-1, Ref-7]
The usual timing parameters for DDR-SDRAM memory data buses are:
 Controller output: t_master_skew_min and t_master_skew_max.
 Controller/memory input: t_ISU is called t_DS, and t_IH is called t_DH.
 Memory output: t_DQSQ (skew, when the data is late), and t_QHS ("Data-Hold-Skew-Factor": when the data is early) or t_QH =
t_bit/2 - t_QHS.
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Fig-16: Timing Graphs for a typical source-synchronous DDR-SDRAM interface.

Fig-17: Source-synchronous Write Timing

Fig-18: Source-synchronous Read Timing
Uni-directional synchronous interfaces
These are synchronous interfaces, just the data is always driven by the same device. The analysis of these is the same as the normal
synchronous systems, except that we only have to do write setup/hold analysis. Examples are the ITUR-BT656 parallel digital video
interface, or DDRx-SDRAM memory address bus.
The data and the reference signal are propagating in the same direction, just like for the source-synchronous interfaces, so there is no t_pd
based maximum length or frequency limitation.
For higher speed interfaces, the transmitter can delay the I/O clock to balance the setup and hold margins. If there is no alignment, then
the PCB design rules may specify an offset in the data-to-clock trace length matching.
Clock forwarding (source clock) interfaces
The clock-forwarding interfaces are similar to the uni-directional synchronous interfaces, but there are two of them in opposite directions.
The data bus can be bi-directional or two separate unidirectional buses. Examples are XGMII interface and the AMD Athlon System Bus.
Embedded clock interfaces
These are the high-speed serial systems where the clocking information is embedded into the serialised data signal in a form of encoding
and scrambling. Examples are PCI-Express, SATA, XAUI... The board designer does not have to deal with timing of these systems,
although there are trace length related PCB design rules, based on signal integrity and lane-to-lane matching. The lanes have to be matched
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to ensure the static timing of the SERDES to core logic interfacing in the receiver. The datasheets should specify the maximum allowed
lane-to-lane skew. [Ref-5, 12]

Architectural aspects
In the second part, we will see how timing and PCB trace lengths effect different real systems, and how we can tune timing by design tricks.

Complex net topology diagrams:
On topology diagrams, we can easily visualise or specify the delays between any driver/receiver pair on multi-point nets. Some standards
specify PCB design rules this way, for example DDR-SDRAM DIMM memories (various JEDEC JESD21-C documents) or Chipset Design
Guides. Some design programs let us to specify the constraints on these diagrams like the Cadence Allegro Signal Explorer. The topology ma y
be defined graphically, or as a spreadsheet for the point-to-point min/max or relative length rules. [Ref.-8]

Fig-19: Fly-by Clock net topology for one of the standard DDR3 DIMM designs from the JESD21 -C standard. The ACC bus has similar
topology, so the design ensures the clock -to-ACC timing as well.

Add-in cards:
If a bus is routed through multiple boards, then the timing and length rules have to be correct for the whole system together. If different people
or different companies design the boards, then they have to agree in the way of dividing the constraints between the boards, as a form-factor
standard. In case of a clock tree, if we make sure that the add-in card clock trace length is closely the same for all cards, then we can control the
skew only by the motherboard design.

Fig-20: Add-In card routing example. The interface requires clock matching as A-E=B-G=C-H with some tolerance. To achieve this, the
following routing rules apply: D-E=F-G (this is the rule for add-in cards), and A-D=B-F and C-H is longer than A-D by E-D (this is the
motherboard design rule).

Design elements to control the timing:
PCB trace lengths, length constraints:
To control the ref./data signal arrival times at the capture flip-flop, we can control the delays on the PCB traces. If two signals have similar
drivers and trace lengths (matched), then the propagation delay and the transition delay will be also very similar, so we can ensure the
propagation delay matching by simple trace length matching.
The PLL:
The PLL (Phase-Locked Loop, on-chip device) can be used on continuously running clocks to introduce phase delays, negative delays or
frequency multiplication. PLLs usually contain some kind of modifier element in their feedback loop. If this modifier element is a frequency
divider (by M), then the PLL will generate an output clock which has a frequency of M*f_in. If the modifier is a Δφ phase delay element, then
the PLL inputs will be Δφ delayed from the output, so the output will be 360- Δφ delayed from the input. If we have a PCB trace as the
modifier element, then it will cause the inputs to be late by t_pd comparing to the output, so it looks like if the output was delayed by –1*t_pd
from the input.
The DLL:
The DLL (Delay Locked Loop, on-chip device) is a fixed or adjustable delay element. It has "taps", each tap has a unit delay value. The
number of taps connected into the signal path determines the DLL delay.
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On-chip clock distribution networks:
To maintain the best timing for all on-chip data paths, the chips contain clock networks as balanced trees, so the clock will arrive to each flipflop within a tight t_pd range. Normally there is an option to place a PLL before the clock tree to achieve zero clock propagation delay through
the clock network. In some I/O applications it might be useful, for example if the clock network delay is a lot longer than the data path delay.
The feedback clock:
On bi-directional buses we want to minimise the clock skew between all the chips. If the clock is generated inside one of the chips, then the
clock propagation delay to that chip would be zero, while to the other chips it would be based on the on-board routing. To avoid that, we
introduce the same clock propagation delay to the chip generating the clock, by using the feedback clock. This simply routes the clock back to
the same chip.

Fig-21: Using a feedback clock. t_pd1, t_pd2 and t_pd3 are matched.
Registers:
A data path with a certain delay in it can be divided into two separate paths by inserting a register or flip-flop into it. Both parts will have the
same available time for signal propagation as the original path had, but with only a part of the original delay. Note that the data will arrive one
bit time or one clock cycle later to the final capture flip-flop, but it will be captured with better timing margins. This technique is usually used on
high-speed on-chip data processing, and on registered DIMM (RDIMM) memory card designs.
Programming/calibrating delays:
Usually the DLL/PLL delays are controllable, and we can also insert register stages in the datapath. These can be fixed by chip design or can
be software programmable, but in most of the cases they are adjusted automatically by a state machine. Examples are the DDR3-SDRAM
memory Read and Write Leveling features. [Ref.-2]
On-chip Timing Design:
Some of the above methods are really chip-design methods. The chip or ASIC/FPGA designers have to design their I/O interfaces to be
operational with realistic board design. To achieve this, they set up timing constraints, use guided logic placement or Floorplanning, do careful
chip pinout design, use DLLs/PLLs, use localised high-speed IO clock networks, use asynchronous FIFOs and design clever architecture for
back-end data paths. [Ref-1, 9, 12]
Clock skew:
The different devices in synchronous systems use the same clock source to run their I/O and on-chip flip-flops. There is always one clock
generator, and its output is distributed to every device on the same bus. If the bus is bi-directional, then the best way to balance the read/write
setup/hold margins is to balance/match the clock propagation delays. If there is a clock skew between 2 chips, then one of the margins is
decreased by the value of the clock skew. The clock skew may be known as uncertainty (peak to peak), or as an absolute value (with a sign).

DDR-x SDRAM memory interfaces:
The DDR-SDRAM memory interfaces have source-synchronous data buses (lanes), and they have an uni-directional synchronous
address/command/control (ACC) bus. We have two types of implementations, the DIMM socketed card, and the Memory-Down where the
chips are soldered onto the motherboard. Either designing a DIMM card or a memdown, we usually follow the layout design rules specified in
the appropriate card type from the JEDEC JESD21-C standard. [Ref-2, 7, 8]
The data bus timing is valid in every lane separately between the DQ/DM and DQS strobe signals. The DQS path has a DLL delay in the
memory controller chip, so the DQS is delayed before entering to the PCB for write transactions, while for reads it is delaye d only after it has
arrived onto the controller chip.
The address/command/control (ACC) bus is sampled by the memory chips at the rising edges of the clock signal provided by the memory
controller. In case of 2T clocking mode, every second rising edge is used to sample the ACC bus. The ACC bus is routed to eve ry memory chip
in a memory channel, so it can have a very heavy loading, which creates very slow transition delays. If the load is above a c ertain value, then we
need registered/buffered DIMM memories. DDR1 and DDR2 standards use balanced-tree clock/ACC topology to make sure all chips get the
clock/ACC in the same time, while DDR3 uses the Fly-By topology to minimize SNN and to have only one end where we can terminate them.
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Fig-22: DDR-1/2 DIMM Balanced Tree Clock (also ACC) topology
Reference-Reference timing:
Although the main I/O matching is between the data-strobe and the clock-ACC, there are also clock-to-strobe design rules. These are based on
the chip timing design behind the I/O flip-flops.
Write-timing:
The memory chips expect the first valid databit to arrive a certain time after the they have captured a write command. The controller puts the
first databit to the bus with the right timing, but the board design has to make sure that this timing is still maintained when the signals arrive to
the memory. This requires a length matching between the clock and the strobe signals. For this, there is an output guaranteed skew timing
parameter from the controller datasheet, and an input maximum skew parameter from the memory chip datasheet. This input parameter of the
memory is the t_DQSS which is +/- t_clk/4, between the rising edge of the clock and the rising edge of the DQS signal. They also specify a clkrising to DQS-falling-edge input rule, which is the t_DSS and the t_DSH parameters together. For DDR3 memories, the write leveling feature
can compensate this.
Read-data capture:
The memory controller has to pass the captured data from the DQS clock domain to the internal clock domain. This clock domain crossing
requires the data to arrive to the controller within a specified time window. This limits the maximum length of the bus, since if the bus is longer,
then the data arrives later, decreasing the setup margin in the back-end flip-flops. The memory chip datasheet specifies the maximum skew
between the input clock and the output DQS, as t_DQSCK. The controller datasheet specifies a maximum skew of the output clock and the
input. Both the clock and the DQS trace lengths increase this.

t_sk_in_max  t_DQSCK  t _ pd _ clk  t _ pd _ DQS   t _ errm
m

Some FPGA implementations handle this by calibrating the delay with DLLs and registers for all the read DQ/DQS signals. [Ref-7]

Fig-23: DDR memory Read data capture. After the data is captured from the bus by the DQS (primary loop), it is launched to the ba ck-end
capture flip-flop in the internal clock domain (secondary loop).

Timing Calibration:
We can include delay circuits in the DQ/DQS paths. These can be fixed, or adjusted by a hardware state machine or by software to achieve
optimal timing. For example if we extend the delay of a reference signal to t_clk, then the effect is like if the reference signal was not delayed at
all (in the aspect of STA), although the controller has to expect the data in the next cycle (in the aspect of protocol). The board/chip delays are
mostly static for a given board, although they vary between boards and over temperature. That is why we calibrate after powerup. We can
masure signal quality by adjusting DLL delays step-by-step, capturing the data and seeking for the DLL value where the captured data is
different than in the previous step. This way we can find the boundaries of the Data Valid Window. Then we can set the final delays in the
middle of the region.
Write Leveling:
This process compensates for the clock-to-strobe matching issues, and skew caused by the fly-by ACC topology. The controller puts the
memory chips into write leveling mode. Then the memory will sample the CLK with using DQS edges then it sends the captured va lue to the
controller on the DQ0 line. The controller finds the two DLL values where the sampled value changes, then sets the DLL half way.
Read Leveling:
This process balances the data bus read setup/hold margins by adjusting the DQS delay. In read leveling mode, the controller writes a fixed test
pattern into the general purpose register in the memory, reads it back again and again, seeking for the minimum and maximum delays where it
can still read the correct data. Then it sets the DLL half way.
All DQ/DQS DLL calibration:
In FPGA based memory controller implementations we can have a separate DLL on each data line. This way we can compensate on-chip for
board/chip mismatch. [Ref-7]
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Arbitrary examples:
Compact-PCI clocking:
In Compact-PCI systems, a single board computer may be in a system controller or in a peripheral slot. In system controller mode, it has to
supply the clocks to all other cards, and in peripheral mode it has to take the clock from the backplane to clock its backpla ne I/O circuits. In both
cases the clock signals have to be matched with a given tolerance. The system controller slot has 3-7 clock output signals, each routed to a
different peripheral slot on the backplane with a length of 6.3"+/-0.04". The peripheral cards have to route this clock to their backplane interface
circuits with 2.5"+/-0.04" length.

Fig-24: Compact PCI clocking
D/A Converter interface:
The MB86065 D/A Converter from Fujitsu receives the data as LVDS differential signals from the host (e.g an FPGA), and provides the I/O
bit clock to the host. The DAC requires the data and the clock to be in phase + 90 at the DAC pins. The trick is to use a PLL feedback net on
the PCB with a delay equal to the clock+data length on the PCB, creating a negative delay for the launch flip-flop. The PLL needs to have a 0
and a 90 output, the 0 for the feedback loop, and the 90 for the launch flip-flop for the extra aligment. This interface is a uni-directional
synchronous interface, but the clock is provided by the receiver chip. [Ref-10]

Fig-25: FPGA and MB86065 DAC interface timing.
Multi-lane embedded clock systems:
When multiple lanes are used in the high-speed serial interfaces, in the receiver chip each lane has its own CDR (Clock-Data-Reovery) circuit,
so each lane’s SerDes will clock its parallel output with a differenct clock. These have a phase relationship based on the lane-to-lane skew onboard and on-chip. The parallel data is passed to the core clock domain. If that clock domain is derived for example from Lane -0 clock, then it
will capture the Lane-0 parallel data with proper timing, but the other lanes will be early/late by the lane-to-lane skew. This is usually handled
by a clock-DLL for lower speeds or by using asynchronous FIFOs for each lane. In case of a DLL, the max lane-to-lane skew is defined by STA
at the clock domain crossing. In case of FIFOs, the maximum lane-to-lane skew is limited by the FIFO depth and the protocol. Some protocols
define FIFO under/overflow control by transmitting align characters. The max skew can be t_skew < N * k * t_bit_serial, where they use "k"
bits per symbol, and "N" is half the portion of FIFO detpth allocated for deskew." [Ref-12]

Calculating the PCB trace length constraints
The trace length constraints can be calculated from the timing margins of the pre-layout timing analysis. These constrains are specified to
ensure certain propagation delays. For multi-point buses, we have to define pin-to-pin delay rules, or rules for "all pin pairs". Sometimes the
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signal travels through a series element, for example a damping resistor or an AC coupling capacitor. The design program has to be able to
measure the pin-to-pin lengths even in these cases.
We specify min/max absolute or relative (matching) trace propagation delay or trace length rules, depending on the interface type. For the
absolute data signal lengths, we consider an already specified (by floorplanning) or routed reference signal length. We can not use matching
rules for them, since the matching offset+tolerance would depend on the reference signal's length. The relative constraints for data signals
specify trace length difference from the reference signal. For them, we don’t have to specify the reference length in advance .
We can get the min/max data propagation delay directly from timing margins, since we have calculated the margins using t_pd_data = 0 for
absolute rules, or delta_t_pd = 0 for relative rules. We transform the smaller of the RD/WR margins to t_pd by checking what would cause zero
margin. If the t_pd_data is a degrading parameter, then we transform t_SU_MAR => t_pd_data_max. If t_pd_data is an improving parameter,
then we transform the -1*t_H_MAR => t_pd_data_min.
In case of timing graphs with existing propagation delays, we can increase/decrease any PCB trace by the above in the data pa th, or by the
opposite for the reference path.
If the two traces are on different types of layers, then they can not be length matched, they have to be propagation delay ma tched. If a signal is
partially routed on different layers, then we have to divide the t_pd for the two layers and calculate lengths separately.

Package Length Compensation:
For chips in bigger packages, like x86 chipsets or large FPGAs the manufacturer provides "package length" information. This is a spreadsheet
of routing lengths inside the package for every signal pin. For board design, the package lengths have to be included in the total length. For
example the Cadence Allegro PCB design software handles it as "pin delay ".

Signal quality based trace length constraints:
Length constraints also can be signal quality-based, for example to minimise crosstalk, reflections, stub-length, losses. The crosstalk noise
voltage and the insertion loss are proportional to the trace length, and they are normally simulated as per-unit-length PCB trace parameters. The
SI-based rules are much less sensitive to the exact length, than the t_pd based rules.
We can simulate two parallel traces at a unit length to get the crosstalk as an S-parameter in dB, then considering the maximum crosstalk-noise
voltage we would allow, we can calculate a maximum parallel-segment length:

length 

Vmax * unitlength
Sunitlength

Vaggressor *10

20

The loss based length constraints use the per-unit-length insertion loss at the signalling frequency:

length 

Smax
Sunitlength

* unitlength

The longer PCB traces have stronger inter-symbol interference as well, which effects the propagation delays through the transition time
increase.
The differential-pair phase tolerance skew slows down the differential slew rate, closing the eye from the corners. If the skew is more than the
rise time, then it closes the eye from the sides as well.

The usual PCB design rules of the different I/O interface types
Synchronous interfaces:
Usually we handle the reference path and the data path separately. We specify maximum clock skew (in case of a c entral clock source), or just
calculate min/max data length based on the already routed clock length (if the clock is supplied by one of the chips). If we want to have all the
constraints in advance, then based on the floorplan we can specify the clock length that is the shortest possible but still easily routable and then
set its value as a tight absolute length range. Then we have to use t_pd_clk_min/max as input parameters to the timing margin calculations. The
amount of clock skew (in case of a central clock source) we tolerate can be calculated from a pre-layout timing margin with zero skew, and
allow 10% of that margin to be clock skew.
Usual PCB design rules:

Min/Max data bus length.

Min/Max Clock trace length or max clock skew.
Asynchronous interfaces:
This type of interface also has min/max absolute length rules. The reference signal is always supplied by the master chip. The design rules are
min/max trace lengths for the data signals based on predefined strobe trace lengths.
Usual PCB design rules:

Min/Max data bus length.

Min/Max strobe trace length.
Source-synchronous interfaces:
The source synchronous systems are designed in a way to make sure that the data and the reference signal (strobe) paths have similar delays
on-board and on-chip, except the DLL inserted into the reference path. This means that the goal is to keep the data signal length to be within a
+/-delta_length window around the strobe trace length. This is the simplest to design, since we are not restricted to use a predefined reference
length.
Usual PCB design rules:

Maximum strobe-to-data skew: as a relative length comparing to the strobe signal’s length. As the speed increases, both the min/max
delta length values get closer to zero. In a usual DDR3 memory interface we usually specify a maximum 0.125mm delta length.
Unidirectional synchronous interfaces:
The usual design constraint is "matching with an offset". We can derive a simple explanatory equation from the generalized se tup and hold
equations:
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The data t_pd has to be roughly between the clock t_pd and the clock t_pd plus the clock period.

t_pd_clk  other  t_pd_data  t_pd_clk  other  t_clk
We have to calculate minimum and maximum length difference of the data signal trace length relative to the clock trace length. It will be
asymmetric.
Usual PCB design rules:

Maximum clock-to-data skew.

Clock skew: If the clock generator is not inside the transmitter chip, then we have to balance the setup/hold margins with clock delay
control.
Clock forwarding interfaces:
These work in the same way as the uni-directional synchronous type, just they support both read and write operations with separate clock
signals for them.
Usual PCB design rules:

Maximum clock-to-data skew, separately for read and write
Embedded clock interfaces:
The only trace length rules are signal quality based and lane-to-lane matching rules.
The calculations:
First we calculate min/max propagation delays for the data signals based on the table below, then we calculate lengths. Finally we may apply
some overdesign, so after the layout has been designed we could still expect much greater than zero timing margins.

Deriving relative rules from absolute ones:
The source synchronous system timing can be handled in absolute or in relative way. We can write the equations in the same way as the
synchronous systems, but then change the improving t_pd parameters to be degrading parameters and multiplying them by –1. After this, both
the data and the reference t_pd will be degrading, sitting next to each other in the equations. We can define delta_t_pd(+) = t_pd_data t_pd_str, and replace the t_pd to these.
Steps for absolute rules:
1. Choose an absolute reference signal length (with a tolerance) or a maximum clock skew constraint.
2. Determine the reference signal t_pd from signal integrity simulation.
3. Determine the transition delay of the data signal using an estimated trace length.
4. Calculate all the timing margins, where the data signal t_pd is zero. Use t_pd_ref_min/max as input parameters. If t_pd_clk is improving,
then use minimum value, otherwise use maximum.
5. Convert the timing margins to min/max t_pd for the data signals based on table-3.
6. Calculate min/max lengths for the data signals based on t_pd.
Steps for relative rules:
1. Calculate all Timing margins, where the data signal and reference signal t_pd are both zero.
2. Transform the timing margins to min/max t_pd for the data signals, relative to the ref.signal.
3. Determine the transition delays for both the data and the reference signal, based on estimated trace lengths.
4. Calculate min/max delta_lengths for the data signals.

Interface Type

t_pd_min =

t_pd_max =

Type

Syncronous

- 1 * min(t_H_MAR_RD; t_H_MAR_WR)

min(t_SU_MAR_RD; t_SU_MAR_WR)

Absolute

Asynchronous

- 1 * min(t_H_MAR_RD; t_H_MAR_WR)

min(t_SU_MAR_RD; t_SU_MAR_WR)

Absolute

Source Synchhronous

- 1 * min(t_H_MAR_RD; t_H_MAR_WR)

min(t_SU_MAR_RD; t_SU_MAR_WR)

Relative to strobe

Clock Forwarding
Unidirectional
Synchronous

- 1 * min(t_H_MAR_RD; t_H_MAR_WR)

min(t_SU_MAR_RD; t_SU_MAR_WR)

Relative to clock

- 1 * t_H_MAR

t_SU_MAR

Relative to clock.

Embedded Clock

-

-

Arbitrary, Timing Graph

- 1 * t_H_MAR

t_SU_MAR

Lane-to-lane matching is relative.
Relative to the original t_pd_data if
that was already taken into account in
the timing graph, otherwise absolute.

Table-2: Converting timing margins to t_pd limits
The length calculation:
If the driver/receiver circuits of the data and reference signals are the same, then we can exclude the transition delay from the relative length
calculation, since their transition delays will be near equal. This way their propagation delay matching is simplified to be trace length matching.
If L_min > L_max or L_max < 0 then it is not possible to design a board at the given parameters.
Steps:
1. Get the transition delays at the receiver by a signal integrity simulation using estimated trace lengths, both minimum and maximum.
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2.

3.

The propagation velocity (v) has to be calculated at the signalling frequency:

v

c
 r _ eff

. where c is the speed of light (3*10^8

meter/sec),  r_eff is the effective dielectric constant of the materials sorrounding the PCB trace. [Ref-11]
For absolute rules Length_min = v * (t_pd_min – transition_delay_min) and Length_max = v * (t_pd_max – transition_delay_max). For
relative rules delta_Length(+) = v * (t_pd_max - transition_delay_data + transition_delay_ref) and delta_Length(-) = v * (t_pd_min transition_delay_ref + transition_delay_data). Use min transition delay for maximum length, and maximum transition delay for minimum
length, but only if the two signals are not driven by the same chip. Otherwise both min or both max.

The overdesign factor (OVDF):
After we have calculated our trace length constraints that are ensuring minimum zero timing margins, we can make our system to be more
robust by applying some overdesign. Lets introduce the Overdesign Factor (OVDF= {1.1…20}) for the tightening.
Length_range = Length_max – Length_min
Length_min_new = Length_min + 0.5 * Length_range * (1 - 1/OVDF)
Length_max_new = Length_max - 0.5 * Length_range * (1 - 1/OVDF)
Transforming and summing constraints:
This is simple algebra, but it might not be straightforward.
To transform a min/max length rule to a Offset+/-Delta, we just use the simple formulas:
Offset = (lenght_min + lenght_max) /2
Delta = lenght_max – Offset
The second case is when we have to merge two constraints. For example the chipset design guide provides direct trace length rules for
interfacing a DIMM memory to the processor, and we want to design a memory-down layout based on the JESD21C guidelines. What we have
to do is to transform both constraints to Offset+/-Delta description, then sum the offsets and the deltas separa

Conclusions
We saw that the timing analysis is a very complex engineering process. It requires the engineer to deal with logic design, signal integrity
simulations, PCB and chip design timing parameters and generate length/delay constraints for chip/package/PCB designs. High-speed digital
board design requires the engineer to control the trace lengths pin-to-pin on multipoint signal nets. To achieve this, we have to use proper design
software that supports detailed complex trace length constraints. Sometimes the designers can use standard trace length rules specified by the
chip manufacturers or standards, while other times we have to calculate them ourselves from pre-layout timing analysis. If the board designer
did not use any proper length constraints, the boards may never even start up in the lab. Often we need timing parameters about the used chips
on the board that are just not available for the board designer. In those cases we can still use timing parameters defined at pa ckage-pins. What
the post-layout timing analysis tells us is not that the prototype board starts up in the lab or not, but that if it will operate reliably at all customers
at all times or not. If a company does not include this verification in their product development process, then they risk of having untraceable
errors in their products detected by customers.
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Accurate Impedance Control – article (Nov-2009 PCDandF)

Istvan Nagy, Hardware Design Engineer buenos@freemail.hu August 2009.
Introduction
Impedance control is about accuracy. We have to take lots of parameters into account, to be able to do our calculations accurately. If one or
two parameters are not carefully determined, we can loose the advantage of the more accurate parts of the process, for example the usage of the
expensive field solver programs. With this article, we are trying to provide a comprehensive overview on the topic, to help design engineers
handling PCB trace impedances accurately. With simulators and calculators, we can determine trace_width  impedance (this is used for
analysis), or impedance  trace_width (this is used for design). The calculations also depend on lots of other parameters, but the role of the
width and impedance determines the usage. To get the best accuracy, we should do full frequency dependent impedance control. Even if we use
the simplier and cheaper frequency independent design flow, it is worth to uderstand what simplifications we make.

Frequency DEPENDENT impedance control
The proposed design flow
Calculate PCB trace width and differential-pair separation, based on the impedance requirement and other parameters.

Fig.1. The required parameters, calculations and their relationshipsfor the frequency -dependent method (the red arrows are not needed for the
frequeny-independent method)
Input parameters needed:
Impedance requirement
Materials and thicknesses (PCB fab stock)
Dielectric Dk and Df on a given frequency
Soldermask data, Dk and Df on a given frequency
Etching compensation data from PCB fab.
Signal knee frequency
Copper and plating thicknesses
We need a frequency-dependent 2D field solver program, like the Polar Instruments Si9000, or the Appcad RLGC. If we use a frequencyindependent (cheaper) field-solver, like the Plar Si8000, or TNT-MMTL, then we can get 1-5% error .
The field solver program by itself is not enough, we also need to do additional calculations: calculate the Dk and Df on the signal’s knee
frequency (this one can be done in an excell calculator), and calculate the CAD_width and CAD_separation from the field-solver results.
Tolerances: All parameters have tolerances, the calculation has tolerances, the manufacturing and the measurements also have tolerances. To
get a reasonable accuracy, we need to minimise all of them, so all together have to remain within the specification (usually 10%, or 15%). Even
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if we have few parameters with loose tolerances, we still need to keep tight tolerances on all the others. For example for a w orst case
calculation: parameter-A has 1% (simplified case, truncated distribution) tolerance, parameter-B has choseable 1%-10% (10% is with a cheaper
equipment) tolerance, parameter-C has fix 10%. If we chose10% for parameter-B, then the total worst case tolerance will be 21%, while if we
chose 1%, then the total will be 12% only, which is much lower. If we specify our nominal impedance with a loose tolerance (choosing 90
Ohms nominal for a 100 Ohms diffpair) and it will be manufactured at +/-10%, together they will result in a 90 Ohms +/-10% (81…99 Ohms)
range, which is outside of our original specification (100+/-10% = 90…110 Ohms).
The PCB manufacturer measures the test coupons on each panel, not each trace on each board. The dielectric and copper thickne sses are not
perfectly equal everywhere on the panel, so the real traces will also have adeviation from the test-coupon measurement results. This can be
minimized with providing similar copper pattern and density on the coupons as our board design has.
Incorrectness: It is common in the industry, that the manufacturers when doing their calculations, they have an error in one parameter (for
example under-ething), so they modify another unrelated parameter (for example the Dk) to push the calculation results close to the measure d
values. If we try to correct the modified parameter then then we will get a result different from the measurements, and they say our calculation
is “wrong”.

Dielectric materials
The materials have a part number (for example Isola IS410), but it DOES NOT specify the material exactly for an impedance ca lculation. An
exact material specification example is like this one: “Isola IS410, 2116 glass style, 125um finished thickness prepreg, 67% resin content”. The
materials are available in a few certain thicknesses. Each different thickness variant has a different dielectric constant and loss tangent, so we
need to know the exact Dk and Df for the impedance calculation. Common mistake is to use the Dk and Df data from the one or two page
material datasheet, which can have up to 20% difference to the value of the chosen thickness-variant. It is worth buliding a material library,
since it is hard to get those material Dk and Df values for each thicknesses. Normally these are measured, or calculated base d on the resin
content. We can get them from the material manufacturer’s technical support. [ref 1]
Dk is a function of frequency. The material manufacturers specify the Dk and Df data on a certain fixed frequency (usually on 1MHz, or 1GHz
or 5GHz). Both are strongly changing over the frequency, so we need to derive their values on the signal’s knee frequency. The slope of the Dk
curve depends on the Df value, higher Df leads to a bigger change in Dk over frequency. The compensation can be done with ana litical
equations (in an Excel sheet) based on the wide-band Debye model. [ref 2, 3, 4]
If a software has a material library, then it must have an option to set Dk @ frequency, instead of just specifying it as a number (available
software don’t have this option yet).

Fig.2. A usual FR4 material, Dk frequency dependence [ref 2]

Etching Compensation
The etching compensation has to be done at two points in the calculation. For both of them, we need some numbers from the PCB manufacturer,
who is going to make the board, since it is a manufacturer dependent value.
With some simplification, the PCB signal trace cross-section can be modeled as a trapezoid. Before ething, the PCB manufacturer creates an
acid-resistant pattern on the copper surface, where the track widths are exactly the same as in the PCB artwork files. Lets call the trace width in
the design files as CAD_width. During etching, the final trace will be narrower than the CAD_width, and the top side width (Top_width) will
be narrower than the bottom side (Bottom_width). This has the opposite effect on the trace separation, which is important for differential pairs.
Which one is the top/bottom? During etching, the copper foil is already sticked onto the surface of one of the dielectric layers, the other
dielectric layer will be added after the etching. So, the side of the trapezoid touching the already existing dielectric layer (core or earlier prepreg)
will be the wider one, and it will be the usually called Bottom_width.
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Fig.3. Trapezoid cross-section model
We need to get 2 numbers from the PCB manufacturer, for a given copper thickness:
The difference between the Top_width and the Bottom_width, called as “Lower trace width etch factor”in the Polar Instruments terminology,
we call it here as Etch_Factor_1. We provide this to the field-solver program. [ref 5]
The difference between the Bottom_width and the CAD_width, lets call it Etch_Factor_2.
These are statistical measured average values.
If the PCB manufacturer doesn’t provide these numbers, then we can assume that:
Etch_Factor_1 = Etch_Factor_2 = copper_thickness * 0.6 , so it is dependent on the copper thickness.
The popular Polar Instruments Si8000 software deals only with Etch_Factor_1, so we have to calculate the final CAD_width and
CAD_separation manually:
CAD_width = Bottom_width + Etch_Factor_2
CAD_separation = Bottom_separation - Etch_Factor_2
Some manufacturers do the calculation of the final CAD_width, some others don’t. For this reason, before we set up trace widths in our CAD
design program, we need to ask our fab house if they do this final compensation or not. If they do, then we set up the Bottom_width for the
CAD program, if they don’t compensate it then we have to set up the CAD_width (or photomask width) for the PCB layout design.

More about geometry
Buildup order:
The copper layer is always between two dielectric layers (inner), or on the top of a dielectric layer (outer). For the inner layers, before etching,
the copper foil is already on the surface of one of the dielectrics, which is hard already (core, or “earlier” prepreg in a buildup type microvia
stackup). Then they do the etching, then put the other dielectric (prepreg) layer, which is soft until all layers will be laminated together, then it
becomes hard. The result is that the copper pattern is embedding into the second (soft, prepreg) layer. The wider part of the trace cross section is
on the surface of the hard layer (core or earlier prepreg).
Being upper and lower dielectric in the structure view is not based on the board orientation or layer number, but on the core -prepreg or buildup
order!

Fig.4. Copper embedding and buildup order(pattern embedded into the prepreg)

Copper coverage:
The ratio of the remained copper and the removed copper on a given layer is the copper coverage. It has an effect on the fina l thickness of the
prepregs, because if there is less copper remaining, less copper will be embedded into the prepreg, less extra volume will be added to the
prepreg’s volume. The prepreg is a littlebit flowing during the lamination process, and fills in the gaps between the traces horizontally. The
board surface area is constant, so if one layer’s volume increases then it increases its thickness.
Naming conventions: The Polar Software says 0% Copp.Coverage is a fully covered plane layer, while here it is the opposite. The “finished
thickness” is the thickness of a prepreg layer when it is laminated between 100% fully covered copper layers, so in case of no copper
embedding. It can be used for the prepreg volume calculation. Because this name is already occupied, name the resulting prepreg thickness in
stackup as “final thickness”. Note that we measure the prepreg final thickness not from the top of the traces, but from hard/full layer surface
(core, or earlier prepreg, or ground/power plane) till another hard/full layer. The Polar software uses the “isolation distance” naming for this.
[Ref.6]
Finished prepreg thickness for buildups:
Final_thickness = finished_thickness + coverage * copper_thickness
For core-prepreg sandwiches:
Final_thickness = finished_thickness + coverage1 * copper_thickness1 + coverage2 * copper_thickness2
There both sides of the prepreg have embedding copper patterns.
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Fig.5. Where do the copper patterns embed, for different stackups
Plating:
For outer copper layers, or to be more accurate for those copper layers where any drilled holes are ending, the manufacturer increases the copper
thickness with copper and other metal plating to be able to create the plated-through-holes and to make the outer surfaces to be easily solderable
(surface finish). This increases the thickness of those layers and must be taken into account for impedance calculations. This thickness
measurement data can be requested from the used PCB manufacturer. If we change the manufacturer in the product’s lifetime, then probably the
plating thickneeses also change, so all impedances must be recalculated. For some PCB manufacturing processes the plating also results in a
more complex-shaped cross-section, which looks more like a mushroom, rather than a trapezoid.

Frequency dependence of the characteristic impedance
The characteristic impedance is defined in the well-known equation:

Z0(f) 

R(f)'  j  2  f  L(f)'

G(f)' j  2  f  C(f )'

ZSERIES (f )
YPARALLEL (f )

The “j” is the complex-number constant, the f is the frequency and the R’,L’,G’,C’ parameters are per-unit-length parameters (each also
frequency dependent) derived by solving the electromagnetics differential equations (this is what a field-solver does). The result Z0 is a complex
number on every frequency. We take the magnitude of this complex number, so that is why we say “impedance magnitude”.
The trace impedance depends on the frequency, because of the following effects: Dk is frequency dependent (effects C’, G’), skin-effect (effects
L’, R’) .
At very low frequencies, around below 30MHz the impedance rapidly increases with decreasing frequency. Above that region the slope can be
positive or negative, based on the cumulative result of all of the parameters. In most of the digital circuits we don’t care about the impedance at
that low (below around 30MHz) frequencies. Above 10-100GHz it increases rapidly again.

Fig.6. Impedance magnitude vs frequency for a 100um wide microstrip on a 100um thick dielectric. Polar Instruments Si9000 simulation.

Frequency dependence of the digital signals
Digital signals are wide-band signals. However, the rest of the signal’s energy is located in a not too wide frequency band. For 8b10b encoded
signals, like the PCI-express and SATA, the frequency band has a lower limit, which is one tenth of the data rate. The highest significant
frequency component of a digital signal is at the knee frequency. F_knee = 0.5 / Rise_time. To minimise signal integrity problems, it would
make sense to provide the best matched termination at the knee frequency.
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Fig.7. Frequency spectrum of a 8b10b encoded 1Gbits/second digital sign al. (QUCS simulation)
The rise time is normally slower (lower knee frequency) at the receiver circuit than at the transmitter, due to losses and attenuation in the
interconnect. If we have to chose where to have better match, at the transmitter or at the receiver, then we have to answer this question before
we start the impedance calculation. Because of the different rise times, the two ends of the signal trace will see a littlebit different impedance as
well. At any end we would get ideal termination when the terminating resistors resistance is equal (neglecting the complex nature of the
impedances) to the local characteristic impedance.

Surface roughness
The surfaces of the copper and dielectric layers are not perfectly flat and smooth, but they have a roughness. It is usually few micrometers deep.
For signal frequencies where the skin depth (skin effect) is at least as low as the surface roughness, it increases the effec tive trace length, so the
series resistance of the trace (R’(f)) too, and this way it has an effect on characteristic impedance. [ref 7]

Fig 8. How the roughness increases the length and the resistance

Soldermask
The soldermask must be taken into into account for outer layer microstrip calculations.
The soldermask has a dielectric constant (Dk), a loss tangent (Df) data (on a given frequency) just like the other dielectrics in the stackup. These
paarmeters can be obtained from the soldermask datasheet.
Soldermask thickness:
We deal with multiple soldermask thicknesses, and provide all of them to the field solver program: at least the thickness on the top of the copper
traces, and the thickness between the traces. In a better case we provide also the conformal coating thicknesses if the board has one.

Other effects
There are several other aspects of the characteristic impedances what we could analyse, but there is no developed method to take them into
account in our calculations in the design process.
Fiber wave effect:
The PCB dielectric materials are not homogenous, they are a mix of glass fibers and resin not perfectly distributed. These two components have
very different dielectric constants. If a PCB trace is parallel to a glass fiber direction, then the the location of the trac e relative to the glass fiber
determines the effective Dk around the trace, this way the impedance will be also dependent on the relative location. The imperfect glass-resin
distribution pattern provides the same dielectric constant offset (and impedance offset) through the whole length of the trace, which is the worst
case. However, if the traces are in some angle to the glass thread direction, then the error appears as a fluctuation over the length with a mean
value of the nominal dielectric constant, which is the desired way. The FR4 materials have the glass fiber threads in two directions, just like the
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yarns in a fabric. The be able to have the traces in angle to both thread directions, we should route the traces to be 45 degrees to both fiber
directions. [ref 8]
Geometry roughness:
The trace width, the dielectric thickness and all edges and surfaces in the geometry are not perfect, not smooth. On a longer trace (minimum few
millimeters) what we can observe, is the mean value of these otherwise statistical natured geometry parameters/dimensions.
Resin flow:
Since the PCB dielectrics are made of glass fiber and resin, after the lamination process the resin flows a littlebit and fills in the gaps between
the traces. This way between the traces on the same layer there will be almost only resin. There will be areas filled more with resin and other
areas filled more with glass, this way the dielectric constant will vary from area to area. The FR4 dielectric constant is a result of the dielectric
constants of the glass fibers and the resin, but in areas where it is no longer a mix but just resin, the dielectric constalt is a lot different than the
nominal value as provided for the material. [ref 9]

Impedance measurements
Traditionally it is done by time domain reflectometry (TDR) measurements on test coupons. The test coupons are manufactured on the same
panels with the real PCBs, to do impedance measurements, and containing the same controlled impedance traces as the real PCB has. It is easier
to probe traces on a test coupon than on a dense real PCB. The TDR instruments generate a single very short pulse signal, and measure the
reflected signal. Based on the TDR result voltage levels, the instrument does a post processing to get the impedance. [Ref 14]
To do accurae frequency dependent impedance measurements, we need to set the TDR instrument to have the same rise time as the signal will
have on the real PCB. Nowdays none of the manufacturers do this, although most of the TDR instruments (Agilent, LecRoy) have the option to
set the rise time, except the cheaper ones like the Polar Instruments TDR products. This leads us to measure an impedance on a different
frequency than it should be measured, and results in a measurement error. Both the impedance requirement and the impedance me asurement are
frequency dependent in reality. [ref 10]

Fig.9. Visualizing the measurement error (the imp.requirement is a point on the graph)
One way to do single frequency-point impedance measurement is to use a Vector Network Analyser (VNA) instead of using a Time Domain
Reflectometer (TDR). Unfortunatelly, all the PCB manufacturers use TDR.

Available software
There are simple programs based on analytical equations, but those are outside of the scope of this document, since their calculation error can be
5-50%. So, we have to focus on the “field solver” programs. The only unaccuracy they can have are the not infinite mesh density, the wrong
frequency, simplified modelling and the inproper usage by the user. The mesh density is set internally by the software developers for most of the
programs.

What do the fieldsolvers do, anyway?
They divide the cross section geometry into small pieces (nodes. It is called meshing), then they solve the maxwell’s differe ntial equations in all
of them to get electric and magnetic fields and current distribution. After this, as a post processing they determine the RLGC per-unit-length
parameters, then they finally calculate the impedance. Normally they calculate wZ0 directly, and if the opposite way is needed then they
iterate until they reach the desired characteristic impedance within a user specidied tolerance (0.1-5%).
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Fig.10. Electrostatic/Magnetostatic Field simulation (fixed frequency) images about a microstrip
Polar Instruments Si8000
This is the industry standard frequency independent impedance calculator. It calculates everything on 2GHz. The Dk value is needed to be precompensated to the signal’s frequency.
Calculates both width  impedance and impedance  width.
Polar Instruments Si9000
This is the extended version of the Si8000 with some frequency dependent parameter calculations. It calculates impedance  width only in a
frequency INdependent way, or with manual iterations.
Polar Instruments Speedstack
It is a stackup builder, uses Si8000 or Si9000 for impedance calculations, but its material library does not support frequency dependent Dk
specifications. So, in case of using together with Si9000, we need to override Dk, impedance, width…values.
TNT-MMTL
Opensource, and vailable at Sourceforge. It can do both ways wZ0, and Z0 w. In comparison with the Polar Si8000 in few different tests, I
got maximum 2.5% difference for coated microstrips, and less than 1% for stripline structures. This is frequency independent. [ref 11]
Appcad RLGC
This program calculates the transmission line RLGC parameters, and the user has to calculate the impedance from them. This is frequency
dependent. [ref 12]
General-purpose 2D field solvers
For example Ansoft Q3D Extractor, FEMM (FiniteElementMagnetics, open source). These programs provide the opportunity to set every
simulation parameter, so they can be used on any levels of accuracy. We can draw any arbitrary shaped cross sections with the m, model multiple
material platings on the conductors… They work only in the width(geometry)impedance way. They are normally frequency dependent. The
simulation setup may take several hours, since we have to draw the geometry by hand, do mesh seeding at critical areas and specify material
parameters, do simulations, and post processing. [Ref 13]

Problems with frequency dependent impedance control
Available software:
At the time of writing this document, there was no available accurate fast method/software to calculate trace width from impe dance requirement
on a user specified frequency. The opposite way is available in several Products, but then we have to manually iterate,
Measurement:
The PCB manufacturers still don’t do frequency dependent impedance measurements. The basic principles of the TDR impedance
measurements are frequency independent. The TDR test signal is wide-band, where its frequency band may be different than the digital’s band.
One way to make the measurement to be “similar” in frequency to our digital signals, is to set the same rise time on the TDR instrument as the
digital signal has. But still, it is not proven yet why it would lead us to something more accurate, so even the theory is still under scientific
research. [ref 10]
Signal frequency:
There is no exact method found for time domain to frequency domain conversion of real signals. For digital signals, it is hard to select a single
frequency, since they are wide band signals and defined in time domain. There could be several choices (knee frequency, clock frequency, mean
of band…) to pick up and say that this is the signal’s frequency. So, in any ways the selection leads to more unaccuracies.

Frequency INDEPENDENT impedance control
This is a subset of the previously described frequency dependent method. On a certain level, it still has to be frequency dependent: as a
minimum we need to compensate for the frequency dependence of the dielectric constant, since it is usually provided on a very low frequenc y
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(1MHz). Before putting material Dk and Df information into the calculator or into it’s library, we have to compensate them to a suitable
frequency (for computer boards, an 2GHz is sufficient). Fee Figure1, without the red arrows.
The method is the same as described in the frequency dependent calculation, with the following differences:
The field-solver does not need the Df data, but the Dk compensation still does.
The TDR measurements can be done with the usual constant rise time
We can set the Dk values into a material library once, and we don’t have to override those at avey calculation based on the signal’s frequency.
The available software provide a quick way for the impedance  width calculation, which is required for the everyday product design.
We don’t care about the frequency spectrum of the digital signals in frequency independent calculations.

Stackups and signal integrity
Crosstalk dependence on layer thicknesses.
There is no impedance control without crosstalk control. Some people do impedance control when not taking crosstalk into account, but then
their boards will have an unpredictable behaviour. If we do changes in a stackup to achive the impedance requirement, then the crosstalk levels
also change.
Crosstalk between traces on the same layer
Among several other parameters, the trace separation vs dielectric thickness ratio (and NOT the width vs separation ratio) ha s a significant effect
on the crosstalk noise levels. If we change the dielectric material (its thickness) in the stackup (go to another fab, or stock/availability change)
then we change the crosstalk levels between the traces. If the thickness (between a signal layer and its reference plane layer) increases but the
trace-separation remains the same (same artwork) then it leads to increased crosstalk. Increasing the dielectric thickness will inrease the mutual
inductance and mutual capacitance. Crosstalk can be traced back to mutual inductances and mutual capacitances between traces, so we need to
keep them low. A very common and bad practice in the industry is to move to different PCB fabricators during a product’s life time, and then let
them to change the stackup based on their material stock without asking the board’s design or signal-integrity engineer. Simply the involved
people don’t know that/how they are changing the crosstalk levels too. To avoid any problems, a design engineer or signal integrity engineer
must be involved in approving new stackups for existing boards, and they have to understand the effects described here.

Fig.11-12 Electrostatic fields of 2 microstrips, simulated with FEMM. The left one has 1:1 (space : diel.thickness) spa cing, the right one has
2:1. With the 2:1 spacing the fields are more separated, creating less capacitive coupling (Max color threshold was 14 kV/m. On these images
not the actual flux value is the important, but the comparison between the 2 images with s etting the thresholds to the same value on them)

Fig 13-14. Simulating crosstalk as time-domain waveforms for the same structure (100mm length), in the Cadence Signal Explorer. It gives
41.2% far-end crosstalk pulse peak difference (100um/50um case), and 52% near-end crosstalk difference.
Crosstalk between traces on different layers (dual striplines)
Since the two signal layers reside in each other’s magnetic and electric fields (between the same two reference planes), there is a lot of parasitic
inductance and capacitance between them. A usual technic is to route the signals on the 2 layers perpendicular (90 degrees), so avoiding long
coupled segments between them. Unfortunatelly for complex digital boards it is usually impossible to maintain 90 degrees routing everywhere.
What we should do is NOT to use dual striplines (use more ground planes), or at least try to minimise the overlapping areas of the magnetic flux
and electrostatic fields (see Fig 15-16). This can be done by putting the signal layers closer to the two different reference planes, and further
away from each other. The earlier mentioned bad practices in the industry (changing stackups without approving them by hardwa re or signal
integrity engineers) have the same effects on this type of crosstalk.
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Fig. 15-16. Magnetic flux density distribution of two traces in a dual stripline structure with different middle diel. Thickness. We can see how
worse the field-separation is on the second case. (Max color threshold was 2 milli Tesla)

Impedance discontinuities
The trace impedance will be the same as the calculated value if the there is a path provided in (both) the reference plane(s) where the return
current can flow. If we cut its way (plane split), or there are voids on the plane (antipads), then the return current is forced away from its natuaral
path (which is right underneath the signal trace with a specific current distribution shape. See Fig.20), and the calculated impedance is no longer
valid. It is just a simplification to say that the impedance is defined by the PCB cross section geometry. In reality it is more defined by the shape
of the distributed currents in both the trace and the reference planes and by the shape of the magnetic and electrostatic fields. These shapes are
just guided by the geometry.
For example, a 100um wide microstrip trace over a 100um dielectric has an impedance on 1GHz of 69.5 Ohms (FEMM simulation), but when
the trace has to cross a plane split and go above the wrong plane in parallel to the split edge at a distance of 9mm, then the impedance will be
already 158.9 Ohms, which is a huge difference (See Fig.17).

Fig.17. Routing two trace over the wrong split plane.

Fig.18 -19. Magnetic field without and with plane split-crossing. FEMM simulation.

Crosstalk caused by return current discontinuities
When the return currents of multiple traces are forced away from their natural path by a plane-split edge, then they induce noise currents into
each others signals. Since the return current in these cases is not flowing underneath the traces but with a few millimeters offset, we can say that
they create a current loop. One branch of the loop is the signal (signal current) and the other one is the return current. Se e Figure 17. For plane
discontinuities, these loops of different signals overlap, and they effectively create a single-turn transformer between the signals, which creates
strong crosstalk. To avoid this, always provide a continous ground return current path in both of the reference planes, since the return currents
flow in BOTH of them. Usually people say that only the closer plane matters, but as we can see from Figure 20 the effect of both planes are
significant.
Layer change without stitching vias (or stitching/decoupling capacitors) also belongs to this problem group, since after pulling the signal
through the stackup we also have to provide the return current path through the stackup to the appropriate planes (between the reference planes
of the start and the destination signal layers).

Fig.20. Return current distribution for a stripline cross-section at 1GHz: dielectric thickness ratio is 3.3:1. 24% of the current is flowing
on the further plane. (FEMM magnetostatic simulation)
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3D Discontinuities:
Via transitions, connectors and IC package pins create 3 dimensional discontinuities what can be modeled only by 3D electromagnetic
simulators, for example Agilent Momemntum, Ansoft HFSS, CST Microwave Studio, Cray-LC. These 3D discontinuities createte impedance
deviation from the simply calculated values. The previously described (plane split/void) discontinuities are also 3D, but they are so flat that we
can model them in 2D.
Conclusions:
As we have seen, not only the cross section parameters have to be taken into account correctly, but also the other layers in the stackup, the
reference plane discontinuities, the used signals, the pattern on the copper layers… The impedance control for todays multi-GigaHertz or multiGigabit boards has to involve more knowledge (PCB manufacturing technologies, high-frequency measurements, signal integrity,
electromagnetism, material science…) and more sophisticated tools than it was necessary even few years ago, just because the increased
signaling speeds require better signal integrity. One part of maintaining good signal integrity is to control impedances within a tight range.
If we want a quick way to do every-day calculations for design, then we should use a frequency independent method for simplicity, with a few
parameters considered on an average or usual constant signaling frequency. For today’s computer motherboard designs the 2GHz seems to give
the best accuracy. The fully frequency dependent method is not completely developed yet, especially not for the design point of view. It may be
used for analysis for verifying the impedaces.
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High-Speed Design With Altium Designer – article 2011

Document revision 1.1, based on Altium Designer 10. Istvan Nagy, Bluechip Technology, inagy@bluechiptechnology.co.uk 2011

Introduction:
This is a tutorial for high-speed digital board design with Altium Designer. There are some design objects and rules that are not covered in this
document since they are not important for understanding high-speed design constraints. There are different grades of high-speed design from the
8-bit USB microcontroller boards untill the server computer motherboard designs. This article is trying to explain all possible trace length
related challanges with solutions for all grades. This document mainly focuses on the Altium Designer release 10, and in few sections there are
examples with Altium Designer 6.9 as well. This tutorial requires the reader to be familiar with the general PCB design with Altium Designer.

Connection Objects
The connection objects define the connections in a circuit, group of connections, or the way of making the connections (eg differential-pair
routing). Some of them are naturally created, and they are normally coming from the schematics like nets and buses. There are other objects that
have to be manually defined. Some of these can be defined in the schematics level, while other can only be defined in the PCB design file. This
chapter describes connection objects that have to be manually created, so we will be able to define the high-speed design rules properly based on
them.

Differential Pairs:
For differential signals, we create differential pair objects. The best way is to create them in the schematics design. We give netnames for both
the positive and the negative net with „_P” and „_N” suffixes. We have to add net-class names to both nets, see later in the classes section. For
the differential pairs, the net class assigment will be used for trace width rules. To add the diffpair symbol to a net, use „Place > Directives >
Differential Pairs”, then attach the symbol to both nets, then doubleclick on the symbol and adit the „Name” field to give a unique name, for
example the net names without the suffixes. Give the same diffpair name to both the _P and the_N net.

Figure 1: Net name, Differential Pair and Net Class specification in schematics
In the PCB layout file when we import the design the differential pair objects will be created. We can see a list of all differential pairs in the
PCB Panel when we select the „Differential Pair Editor” in the panel’s top drop-down list. Here we can browse hierarchically, first select a
diffpair class or „All” from the first list, then select the diffpair by its name in the second list, then we can see the two nets in the third list. In the
panel we can specify what should happen when we select an object, by choosing from a small drop-down list on the PCB panel. The selection
can have no effect („Normal”), or highlight („Dim”), or highlight and disable editing of aother objects („Mask”). In the last two cases the
selection can be cancelled by pressing the „Clear” button in the bottom-right corner of the Altium Designer window. The level of highlighting
can be set in the „Mask Level”, which is next to the Clear button. In Altium Designer, the different „Panels” can be turned on or off in the right
bottom corner of the editor, by clicking on the PCB-button.

Figure 2: PCB Panel and Differential Pairs Editor

Figure 3: Altium Designer Panels

From-Tos:
The „From-To” objects define pin-to-pin connections or pin-pairs on multipoint nets. Based on these objects, we are able to control trace
length related propagation delay from one specific pin to another specific pin or on a net, by setting up length or matching design rules where
the „scope” of the rule is a From-To or a From-To Class object. These objects can only be created in the PCB editor, not in the schematics level.
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On the PCB Panel, select the „From-To Editor” in the top drop-down list. In this editor we can create the From-To objects, by first selecting a
net in the first list, then selecting two component pins on the net from the second list, then pressing the button underneath the second list. The
text on the button is selection-dependent, showing something similar to this: „Add From-To NETNAME (component1-pin1 : component2pin2)”. We can also auto-generate a set of pin-pairs on a net by first selecting a net in the first list, then pressing the „Generate” button, and
select one topology option. Most of the casses the automatic option doesn’t generate what we need. Unfortunatelly with the current version of
Altium Designer we have to create the From-Tos on every net one-by-one manually. If we have a wide multipoint bus, then it can be very time
consuming. On multipoint nets, we have to create these objects on every important driver-receiver pin-pair, or in some cases based on a standard
like the Jedec DDRx memory module design specifications, known as JESD21C documents (www.jedec.org ).

Figure 4: PCB Panel and From-To Editor
The importance of the From-To objects is the fact that we have to control the flight time on multi-point nets where the signal arrival time from
a pin to another pin has to be controlled. We need net segment control normally between each driver or receiver device pair (static timing), and
between terminations and active devices (signal integrity). Without From-Tos, Altium Designer would do total-etch-length control which is
nothing to do with flight time on multipoint nets, it is only suitable for point-to-point nets where we have 2 components/pins on a net. In highspeed designs not only the signal integrity is important, but the static timing as well. To learn more about static timing on BCBs, refer to the
two-part article: „Generalized I/O Timing Analysis” in the Printed Circuit Design and Fabrication Magazine: http://publish-itonline.com/publication/?i=49146 page 26, and http://publish-it-online.com/publication/?i=50463 page 23.

Figure 5: Jedec specification for DDR3 memory module control signal group routing

Buses:
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If we work with wide parallel buses made of single-ended signals (like PCI or IDE), we can simplify our schematics by using „Bus” objects. In
this design guide we don’t discuss „Bus” ojects any further, since they dont have much importance for trace length control de sign rules, and they
are most of the times impractical to use as a scope of a Design Rule. We use them often for graphical aid in schematics design. For buses made
of differential pairs (like PCI-Express or Hyper Transport) the Altium Designer „Bus” object has not much use. For signal groups to be used in
PCB design rules, we use class objects instead.

Classes:
The classes are also design objects, they are groups of other design objects (connection objects or components or other types). For example Net
Classes, Differential Pair Classes, From-To Classes, Component Classes. With using classes, we can define design rules that are valid on a class
of objects. For example match the length of all signals in a net class, or set differential pair phase tolerance on a class of differential pairs. We
can manually create or view/edit classes in the PCB Editor’s „Design” Menu „Classes...” item. This opens the „Object Class Explorer” window.
Here we can create new classes and select objects from a list to add to the new class. Classes can overlap, which means for example that one net
can be a member of two net classes, then we can refer to the two net net classes in two different design rules. This creates an opportunity for
complex multi-level matching structures like DDRx memory clock-strobe-data 2-level matching.

Figure 6: Object Class Explorer
Net Classes can be created in the schematics level as well. By simply using „Place > Directives > Net Class”, then attach the symbol to every
net one-by-one that has to be in the Net Class, then doubleclick on the symbol and edit the „Name” and the „Class Name” fields. To make it
work, the Schematics Editor’s „Project > Project Options > Class Generation > Generate Net Classes” menu item has to be enabled. Altium
Designer 10 does not support Diffpair Class or From-To or From-To Class specification in the schematics level.

Figure 7: Net Class specification in schematics
If a series element breaks a high-speed net into two or more portions, then we have to specify net names, Net Classes, Differential Pairs, and
Differential Pair Classes for all signals on both of the separate segments. Altium Designer doesn’t treat these signal paths as single objects, like
the Cadence Allegro would by creating „XNETs”. This way the objects and the trace length related design rules have to be created for both
segments separately.

Design Rules (Constraints)
In Altium Designer we normally specify PCB design rules or constraints in the Design Rules editor, in the „Design > Rules...” menu item. For
a PCB design, we have to set up various general design rules, but this document only describes the ones immediately related to high speed
design considerations. There are several Altium Designer tutorials about using the other rules. Some design rules control interactive PCB editing
parameters, others are checked (and objects marked if violated) by on-line DRC, while some other rules are checked by the manually-run
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Design Rule Check (DRC). For every rule type, we have to know how they are used/checked in the software. The trace width and spacing rules
are based on manufacturing capabilities and impedance calculations. The length related rules can be based on a component manufacturer’s
(processor, FPGA, Graphics Processor...) design guide document, or based on a standard like the Jedec or PICMG standards, or they can be
based on timing analysis or Signal Integrity simulations/calculations. Please refere to the article about this subject: „Gene ralized I/O Timing
Analysis” in the Printed Circuit Design and Fabrication Magazine.

Figure 8: Design Rules Editor (the discussed rule types are framed with red)
With Altium Designer 10, we can specify PCB design rules in the schematics level as well, but a littlebit differently than in the PCB editor. We
ad add one PCB_Layout directive (which can contain multiple rules) to a net, but the rules are without a „scope”. Instead of specifying the
object to apply in the rule, the object is specified graphically by attaching the rule symbol to net or to multiple nets (copies of the same
directive). We can place a rule directive from the „Place menu > Directives > PCB_Layout”, then doubleclick on the symbol and doubleclick on
the rule in the list, then click on the „Edit rule Values” button. This opens a rule selector where we can create any PCB rule by doubleclicking
on a category. We can add more rules to a directive symbol, by doubleclicking on the symbol on the schematics drawing, then press ADD, then
type „Rule” in the „Name” field, press OK, then doubleclick on the new entry in the list and press the „Edit Rule Values” button. Alternatively
we can also do this by doubleclicking on the symbol on the schematics drawing, then press Add_As_Rule the click „Edit Rule Va lues” then
choose a rule from the tree-view. In this article we are using rules defined in the PCB Editor.

Trace Width
Normally we put a group of nets based on characteristic impedance into a Net Class. Then we set up a „Width” rule in the „Routing” category
for every net class separately, and also a default width rule for all other or non-impedance controlled traces. The most important use of Net
Classes on high-speed boards is to group the signals for trace width specification, that will be used in interactive editing, autorouting and DRC.

Spacing
Spacing in PCB design has two aspects: manufacturability and controlling crosstalk levels. For the first aspect, we set up a „Clearance” rule in
the „Electrical” category, which is normally the minimum spacing that our PCB manufacturer recommends. The Differential Pa ir rules also
contain a field called „Gap”, but this is a related to the differential impedance of the diffpair.
In high-speed digital board designs we have to keep high-speed traces apart each other to minimize the crosstalk between them. Normally in
the component/BGA breakout or fanout area or in small localized board areas next to vias or component we can not keep the desired separation.
This way we can not set up a spacing rule based on the crosstalk-based recommendations, simply because the rule would be violated at too
many places on the board with hundreds of DRC errors. The solution for the problem is to use the „Parallel Segment” rule in the High-Speed
category in the Design Rule Editor. This rule is a spacing rule which ignores short parallel segments, and only checks spacing if the two traces
run too long in parallel. This is because the crosstalk does not manifest measurebly on short parallel segments. The crosstalk noise voltage level
is higher if the Aggressor and Victim tracks run parallel at a longer segment. To apply correctly, we should do signal integrity simulations with
different spacing values, where the spacing to dielectric hight ratio is what we are looking for. The actual space value does not guarantee
crosstalk control, but this ratio does. The dielectric hight is the distance from a signal layer to the nearest ground plane layer. The rule has a
parameter selector called „Layer Checking”. With this we can specify where the rule applies: „Same Layer” only or „Adjacent Layers” for dual
stripline structures. Without the Adjacent Layers option the design engineer would have to check the spacing on adjacent laye rs manually.
The first rule is enforced in interactive editing and checked by the On-Line (real-time) DRC, while the second type is only checked by the
manually-run DRC. Normally we apply both types of spacing rules on net classes. Sometimes we want to specify spacing (Parallel Segmenth
rule) between differential pairs within a group, so we specify the rule’s scope like „InDifferentialPairClass('HT_DIFFPAIRS')” for the „First
Object” and „IsDifferentialPair” for the „Second Object”.
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Room
We can specify areas on the board where different rules would apply. These areas are called „Rooms” and can be placed from the „Design >
Rooms > Place_Rectangular_Room” menu option. Then the Rooms can be named and Layer to-be-used-on specified, then referenced in the
design rules (based on room name), so the rule will only apply within the area covered by the Room. This way we can for example specify that
in the BGA breakout area all traces will be routed with minimal trace width, while outside the room the other width rules (for example the ones
based on impedance / trace width calculations) will apply. The Room works with Trace width, spacing, manufacturing-related and many more
Design Rules.

Differential-Pair rule (spacing and uncoupled length)
The „Differential Pair Routing” rule in the „Routing” category has to be set up for every Differential-Pair Class separately or in groups
(applied to a list of classes). The rule specifies the trace spacing („Gap”) between the positive and negative track within the a differe ntial-pair,
and it is enforced in interactive editing when we use the Interactive Differential Pair routing option. It also specifies the maximum uncoupled
length, but this one is only checked by the manually-run DRC. The result of the impedance calculations for a diffpair is a trace width and a
spacing. The Differential-Pair rule only applies the spacing, so we need to create trace width rules as well, applied on the Differential-Pair Class
or Net Class. We will also have to set up a „Matched Net Lengths” rule to meet the phase tolerance requirements.

Net Length Rule
With this rule, we can specify a minimum or maximum trace length for a group of signals (Net Class or Differential-Pair Class) or a group of
From-Tos. We can find the „Length” rule in the „High Speed” category in the Design Rules Editor.

Matched Net Length rule
With this rule we can control the trace lengths relative to each other in a group of signals, diffpairs or From-Tos. We can find the „Matched Net
Lengths” rule in the „High Speed” category in the Design Rules Editor. An important parameter of the rule is the types of objects which
between the rule will be applied. For differential phase tolerance rules we enable only the „Check Nets Within Differential Pair” option, and
leave the other two options disabled. If we want to match a group of nets like a lane on a memory interface, then we enable the other two
options and disable the above mentioned one. If we want to match differential pairs to each other in a group, then we create a ma tching rule and
enable only the „Check Between Differential Pairs” option. Don’t forget that for buses made of diffpairs, we must set up two separate matching
rules for phase tolerance and group matching. Examples for differential buses (multi-lane or multi-pair) are x2-x16 PCI-Ecpress links, DVI,
DMI, Hyper Transport buses and XAUI interfaces. Note that the „Tolerance” value in the rule is the maximum difference between the longest
and shortest track, and not the +/-delta value from the average length.

Figure 9: Matched Net Length Rule

Stub Length rule
We can find the „Daisy Chain Stub Length” rule in the „High Speed” category in the Design Rules Editor.

Impedance rule
Altium Designer can set trace widths based on impedance specifications, but this uses built-in analytical equations, which is unaccurate for
most real high-speed designs. This way we should really use an external field-solver-based impedance calculator program to calculate trace
widths and differential pair separation. The Polar Instruments SI8000 or the freeware TNT-MMTL are suitable for this. Note that the two
program’s results deviate by 0-5 Ohms in some cases, and the Polar software is widely accepted in the industry. If we want to use AD’s
impedance calculator, then we just click „Characteristic Impedance Driven Width” in a „Width” design rule.

What we need to setup:
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Case
Trace Width
Spacing

Objects to create

Net Class or DP-Class

Net Class or DP-Class

Differential Pair





Min/Max Trace Length

Diffpair
DP Class
Net Class



Match nets on Point-to-point bus

Net/DP/From-To list or
Class

Net Class

Match diffpairs on a multi-lane Point-topoint bus




Match Net Segment Lengths



Diffpair
Net Class

Differential Pair Classes, one
for each matching group



Match Diffpairs on Segments






Match Net Segments on balanced Tree
topology

From-Tos: every controlled
segment on every net is a
separate From-To.
From-To Class: Same
segment on different nets.
every controlled segment is a
separate From-To Class.
Diffpair objects (DP, DP
Class, Net Class)
From-Tos: every controlled
segment on every net is a
separate From-To.
From-To Class: Same
segment on different nets



From-Tos: From-Tos are
defined in the Master device to
each Slave direction, not
between the Slaves.

From-To Class: All nets in
group from the master to all
slave devices is one From-To
Class.

Design Rules (on objects)
 Width rule (on Net Class)
 Clearance rule (on Net Class(es))
 Parallel Segment rule (on Net/DP Class). If we have a
multi-lane differential-pair-bus, then we have to seet
the rule based on DP-Class, to avoid overriding the
DP P/N spacing from the DP rule.
 Diffpair rule (on DP Class)
 Width rule (on Net Class)
 Matched Net Lengths rule (Phase tolerance, on DPClass. „Check Nets Within Differential Pair”=On,
others=Off)
 Net Length Rule (on Net Class)
 Matched Net Lengths rule (on Net Class)
 Width rule (on Net Class)

 Diffpair rule (on DP Class)
 Width rule (on Net Class)
 Matched Net Lengths rule (Phase tolerance, on DPClass. „Check Nets Within Differential Pair”=On,
others=Off)
 Matched Net Lengths rule (Lane-to-lane, on DPClass. „Check Nets Within Differential Pair”=Off,
others=On)
 Matched Net Lengths rule (on From-To-Class). One
separate rule for each controlled segment.
 Length Rule (on all segment’s From-Tos together).
This sets min/max length for all segments.

 DP rules: DP, Width
 Matched Net Lengths rule (Phase tolerance, on
From-To-Class. „Check Nets Within Differential
Pair”=On, others=Off). One separate rule for each
controlled segment.
 Matched Net Lengths rule (Group Match, on FromTo-Class. „Check Nets Within Differential Pair”=Off,
others=On). One separate rule for each controlled
segment.
 Length Rule (min/max) on all segment’s From-Tos
together).
 Matched Net Lengths rule (on the one and only
From-To-Class).
 Length Rule (on all segment’s From-Tos together).
This sets min/max length for all master-to-slave
connections.

Table 1: Objects and Rules

Interactive editing
During interactive editing or routing we have to measure the trace lengths real time or quasi real time. The Altium Designer’s on-screen Length
Meter pops up during „Interactive Length tuning” or during „Interactive Differential Pair Length tuning” which shows net lengths in real-time.
Unfortunatelly this only works on total net length, not on segment (From-To) lengths, and it does not pop up during routing or during
sliding/stretching of trace segments. The PCB Panel shows lengths in quasi real time, which means that we tune/slide/route then press ESC to
exit the editing mode, then the measured length values get updated. If we match a group of nets or differential pairs, we want to see the length of
the other traces in the group as well. The PCB Editor Panels, the PCB-Panel, the PCB-List-Panel and the PCB-Rules&Violations Panel can help
in this. The last one was introduced recently, in earlier versions of Altium Designer this was a tab on the PCB-Panel, but now we can see both
panels in the same time on the screen. It makes sense to make the used panels always visible so we can see them during editing. If we have more
than one display then we can put these panels on the second screen as floating panels and use the main screen for the PCB drawing.

Signal Routing and Length tuning (simple Point-to-point net length control)
We can control trace lengths by choosing routing path, deleting then re-routing segments, sliding segments or using the „Interactive Length
tuning” or „Interactive Differential Pair Length tuning” features from the Tools menu.
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During Length Tuning modes the On-screen Length-Meter pops up on the screen to show net length in real time. The tuning parameters such
as Reference Net selection, Rule selection, Meander parameters can be set up during tuning modes when we hit the TAB-key.

Figure 10: On-screen Length-Meter (Gauge) during „Tuning”

Figure 11: Tuning Parameters

.

Very often we want to control the trace length by re-routing or sliding segments. During this the Length meter doesn’t pop up, so we have to
measure the lengths using the PCB panel. This is not real time, so the way of using it is to route/slide/tune then exit routing mode (pressing
ESC) then the length data on the PCB panel gets updated. When we are sliding a segment, the value gets updated after letting the trace go after
sliding. If we have to adjust the length of a net then select „Nets” on the top of the panel, if we tune a differential pair then select „Differential
Pairs Editor”, for Net Segment length control we select the „From-To Editor”. We can also hand route then run DRC then modify all tracks that
are violating a matching rule.
In Altium Designer 10 the Rules&Violations panel lists all the rules and related violations with violation details (eg. deviation from preferred
length). If we fix a violation then it disappears from the list. In earlier versions like Altium Designer 6.9 the Rules&Violation was a tab on the
PCB Panel and it didn’t display violation details, so we had to use it together with the PCB List panel to see the Violation details by setting:
„Non-Masked objects” and „Include Only = Violations” on the top of the PCB List panel, then the details got updated as we started the trace
editing.
Matching reference: By default, Altium Designer treats a matching roup as a range from the shortest net to the longest net, a nd not as a
reference-net +/-delta. During Tuning we can set a reference net (after hitting the TAB key), but otherwise there will be an automatic
referencing based on actual length. The DRC also uses automatic referencing. This automatic refencing will be mentioned in the
Rules&Violations list and on the PCB List Panel in the violation detalis. The referencing (eg. „...Differential Pair B Actual Length Difference
against diff pair E is: 0.82...” in the violation details) looks similar to this: {A,B,C,D}E, EA.
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Figure 12-14: Measuring lengths on PCB Pane: Nets tab, Diffpairs Editor tab and From-To Editor tab.

Figure 15: PCB Rules & Violations Panel.

Point-to-point Net matching
After we set up the appropriate design objects and design rules, we can route all our tracks on a bus or interface. We should route the tracks
with reasonable spacing to allow for space around the tracks for lengthening them. Finally we should run the DRC to updte the violation list and
fix the violations one by one. If we have a group of point to point nets to be matched then the violations will be on the tracks that are furthest
away from the rest of the group. We can try to first shorten the longest tracks in the group. To do this, we select the net group (eg. Net Class) on
the PCB Panel’s Nets tab and then sort the member nets by length, then pick the few longest ones and try to change them to be shorter. After this
we have to lengthen the shortest traces until all will be within range. We can achive this in different ways. The simplest is to hand calculate the
minimum length limit based on the longest trace, then use the PCB Panel to select shorter tracks and lengthen them until all will be longer than
the minimum. We can also use the Rules&Violations panel instead of the PCB Panel to select Violations and lengthen the tracks related to the
violations until the violations disappear one-by-one, finally the list will be empty. Another way is to just try to lengthen all nets in the group by
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using „Interactive Length tuning” and use the on-screen length meter to see when the meter’s colour becomes green. The Interactive PCB Editor
clamps the traces at the rule’s maximum length. (if it’s set to do so after hitting TAB) This way the tuning is fast and we dont need to verify
values or do hand calculations, only watch for the colour of the Length Meter bar. Sometimes this doesn’t work when the Length meter picks up
the wrong minimum and maximum lengths (it might be a bug or a setting in a hard to find place), so then we have to use one of the first two
methods.

Diffpair Phase tolerance matching
The differential pairs need to be balanced, so the length of the negative net relative to the positive net of the same pair has to be matched. If the
pair is unbalanced, then we get signal integrity problems, like eye-closure, increased common-mode noise due to „mode transformation”,
increased crosstalk and increased EMI. We set up a matching rule where the „Check Nets Within Differential Pair”=On, others=O ff. We have to
route the differential pairs with the Interactive Differential Pair Routing option, although it might create a littlebit unbalanced diffpairs. We have
to fix the unbalance close to the trace-ends by re-routing, tuning or sliding segments of the shorter net and watching the result on one of the
panels. The PCB Panel Diffpairs Editor tab shows the length of the nets in the DP separately, the Rules & Violations Panel (PCB List Panel in
earlier Altium Designer versions) shows the violation details if any of the diffpairs are unbalanced. We have to select the a ppropriate matching
rule on the Rules & Violations Panel to see the related violations. The phase tolerance requirement is specified in processor datashe ets, design
guides or standards. For example for PCI-Express 1.1 we usually use +/-0.125mm phase tolerance.

Figure 16: PCB Standard Menu

Figure 17: Manually balanced Diffpairs

Figure 18: Tuned diffpairs

Diffpair-to-Diffpair matching
There is a need for diffpair to diffpair matching in multi-lane high-speed serial interfaces like PCI-Express, DVI, DMI, XAUI or HyperTransport. Some interfaces have built-in de-skew circuits so they can allow for a more loose matching (e.g. PCIe needs +/-3” with some
controllers), while others without this circuit need tigher matching (eg. Hyper Transport 1.0 needs +/-1mm lane-to-lane matching).
The design of these interfaces have to be done similarly to the net group matching. First we set up the objects then the rule s (matching rule
with „Check Nets Within Differential Pair”=Off, others=On.), then we hand route the difffpairs with Interactive Differential Pair Routing. After
this we fix the unbalance within the pairs then we match the diffpairs to each other within the group. To measure the diffpair length we should
use the PCB Panel’s Differential Pairs Editor. We can adjust the length of a DP by deleting and rerouting a segment, by selecting the same
segment on the P/N nets and slide them together, or by using the „Interactive Differential Pair Length Tuning” in the Tools menu. The best way
to check when they are matched is to select a diffpair class in the DP-Editor on the PCB Panel, sort the diffpairs in the list by length, then hand
calcualte the minimum length, then tune the nets that are shorter than the minimum length until they are longer than the minimum, but still
shorter than the maximum.

Net Segment length control
If we have to control the propagation delay from a particular pin to another particular pin on a multi-point net, then we have to create a design
object describing that specific pin-pair. Sometimes we have to control the length or delay on a daisy-chain or fly-by bus on the segments
between the devices as well. These rules come from timing analysis or signal integrity analysis, other times it is standardized and described in a
standard (like JESD21C) or in a processor’s motherboard design guide. In the second case the timing and signal integrity analysis was done by
those people who wrote the document, so the motherboard designer only has to follow the pre-created design rules. Typical examples are the
different DIMM memory card designs, memory-down configurations, multiple-DIMM/channel designs, DDR1/2 DIMM-based designs,
Compact-PCI card designs, multi-device PCI-X systems…
The net segments are represented by the From-To objects in Altium Designer. Normally we apply a design rule on a group („Class”) of objects,
so we have to create the From-To Classes in the Object Class Explorer (Design>Classes) window. First we have to create the From-Tos for
every affected net one by one in the PCB Panel’s From-To Editor tab. When we set up the design rules, we apply them on From-To Classes, and
during interactive editing we use the PCB Panel’s From-To Editor to check the lengths of the pin-pair (From-To) conenctions. First we handroute the tracks to follow the specified topology on all tracks in the group, then we tune the appropriate track segments while we check the
From-To lengths on the PCB Panel. If we have absolute rules on the net group then it’s easy to see the values on the PCB Panel, but if we have
to match the segments then we have to run the DRC then use the Rules&Violations Panel to see if there are violations.
If we want to use the „Interactive Length Tuning” feature, then we have to set a manual target length, like 99999mm which is surely longer
then the net total length, since the Interactive tuning and on-screen Length Meter only measures a net’s total length, they don’t support FromTos. We can also set a calculated target length: „actual_total_length + (required_segmenth_length – actual_segmenth_length)” and tune until it
it clamps. Another problem is that the violation doesn’t disappear from the list until we re-run the DRC, and the violation details also does not
get updated until we re-run the DRC. Basically it does’t work with On-Line DRC. This way nothing tells in real-time if the From-To length
meets the rules or not. Basically the best method is to hand-calculate trace segment lengths and use the PCB Panel’s From-To Editor to quasireal-time measure the From-To lengths while comparing the measured lengths with our paper or Excel-based calculations. This might be very
time consuming. It might be a good idea to first hand-route the board, then check all from-to lengths on the PCB Panel, then calculate absolute
min/max length constraints for all segments, so we can easily compare the PCB panel’s values with our Excel sheet during editing to see if the
rules were met, without using automatic DRC. We can transform a matching rule into a min/max absolute rule by measuring the longest net in
the group (that,s the „max”), then set a rule for all From-Tos in the group. Since the DRC with min/max absoulte length rules ignore From-Tos
(bug in Altium Designer), there is not much point in setting these rules into the Altium Designer Design Rules Editor, so better to only handle
them in an external Excel sheet. The matching rules/violations on From-Tos also don’t work very well, they don’t work with on-line DRC but
only with the normal DRC. In some older version of AD the creation of From-To Classes may not work. Instead of creating From-To Classes
we can alternatively list all From-Tos in the Design Rules scope field (InFromto(’name1’) or InFromto(’name2’)…).
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Package Length
There isn’t a really good support for this in Altium Designer. For large BGAs the signal routing lengths inside the package are usually not
matched, each signal is routed at a different random length. The information is usually provided in an Excel spreadsheet or in a design guide or
datasheet. The point in net length control is to ensure proper timing margins at the chip receiver circuits and NOT at the BGA balls, the signal
arrival at the BGA ball has no significance. This way we need to control the die-pad to die-pad routing length by tuning the motherboard routing
length. For this the design software has to take into account the in-package routing lengths as well. Other programs like the Cadence Allegro
have this feature built-in as „Pin Delay” for library components.
We can design a board by using matching rules only if the package length mismatch is smaller than the allowed length range on a partic ular
bus. This way we have to tighten the design rules to compensate for the package length mismatch. If the mismatch is bigger than the allowed
range of our original design rules, then we have to control every net length one-by-one, setting up Length rules for each net on the bus
separately. This can mean a hundred rules for a bus. There is a way to speed this up a littlebit, by exporting rules into a text file from the Design
Rules Editor, edit it with Notepad or Excel (copying rules and changing the referenced net in them), and then importing the file back into the
Design Rules Editor. In the DRE we can right click on a rule category and select „Export Rules” or „Import Rules”.

Figure 19: Package Length

External Trace Length processing (Excel)
We can export trace lengths from the PCB Editor’s PCB List Panel, or from the PCB Panel into Excel. The way to do it is to se lect/copy/paste
like we do between two Excel sheets. This might be useful when we want to check the trace lengths on a bus against a processor manufacturer’s
trace length calculator. Intel, AMD and others usually provide a Trace Length Calculator for their processors and chipsets.
Unfortunatelly the opposite way, importing design rules from Excel into the PCB List Panel does not work. Even changing the rules values on
the List panel doesn’t work. This might be a bug in the software, or just not supported. We can import rules into the Design rules editor from a
file, but the text in the file has to be in a very specific format. If we create a rule in Altium Designer DRE and export into a text file, then edit the
file in a text editor (or in Excel) then import it back into the DRE, then we can have lots of similar rules quickly created or updated with values.
Exporting From-To details also doesn’t work properly, since from the PCB Panel we can only select/copy the From-Tos that belong to one net,
and on the PCB List Panel the From-To routed lengths are not displayed. Also the net report does not contain From-To details.

Typical Examples
Differential Hyper Transport bus design
Embedded clock interfaces (like PCI-express or DVI) usually have De-Skew circuits built-in, so they only need loose matching, while for
example clock forwarding interfaces (e.g. Hyper Transport 1.0 or XGMII) need tight matching between diffpairs.
In a DC-coupled x16 Hyper Transport link between an AMD Athlon-II processor and the AMD north bridge, we have four matching groups.
Half link in one direction is one group, so we have groups named TX_upper, TX_lower, RX_upper and RX_lower. Within each group we need
to match the diffpairs within +/-0.6mm. For this, we have to create four diffpair classes, and one separate Matched Net Lengths rule for each
diffpair class. We need one more Matched Net Lengths rule which is applied on all the four classes, and it sets the phase tolerance matching at
+/-0.125mm with „Check Nets Within Differential Pair”=On, others=Off.
Steps:
1.) Create diffpair classes, one for each matching group. The matching groups are specified in the processor’s design guide or in the
datasheet.
2.) Create rules (diffpair rules, width rules, matching rules for phase tolerance and group matching).
3.) Route diffpairs with Interactive Differential Pair routing.
4.) Run DRC.
5.) Verify if all the rules are working, if not then re-create the rules. Normally there will be a few violations on every rule, so if there
aren’t any then it’s suspicious that the rule is not working.
6.) Match P/N nets for phase tolerance using the Rules&Violations panel.
7.) Match diffpairs within groups using the PCB Panel’s Diffpairs Editor.
8.) Run DRC again, check if the phase tolerance is still matched, if not then fix them again.
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Figure 20: Hyper Transport Bus (one of the 3 used layers)

DDR3 SODIMM-based motherboard design
For a DIMM-based memory interface, we have to create lots of separate matching groups, route both differential and single-ended signals.
Normally the original design rules or constraints are specified in the processor or chipset’s datasheet or motherboard design guide. We have to
translate those constraints into Altium Designer design rules. The chip manufacturers usually define a few design rules: DQ/D M to DQS
matching, ACC to CLK matching and DQS to CLK matching. These are specified for example as L_dqs = L_clk +/- delta, or maybe
assymmetrically as {L_clk -delta1 … L_clk +delta2}. In this section there is a step by step method for the memory channel design, although
other methods could also be suitable.
Steps for one 64 or 72-bit memory channel:
1.)
2.)
3.)
4.)

5.)

6.)

7.)

8.)

9.)
10.)
11.)
12.)

Set up design objects: Net classes in schematics, one net class per lane in data bus (8 DQ signals and one DM signal), one ne t class for
ACC bus, one net class for clocks one for strobes (DQS). Set up diffpair classes in PCB for strobes, andother class for clocks.
Fan out the DIMM and the processor to dogbone vias.
Route tracks in parallel until close to the processor. Try to use one layer.
Route tracks from the processor’s fanout dogbone vias to the routed tracks. To see clearly, set „View>Connections>Hide_All”, then
„View>Connections>Show_Component_Nets” then click on the DIMM. Probably we will find that we can not connect all of them,
so try to connect as many as we can, normally around half of them. The signals that we couldn’t connect have to be moved to
another layer, then we have to be able to conenct all. If we still can’t succeed then we have to swap a few signals between the two
layers. We should also distribute the traces on the used layers evenly to maximize spacing between them. Now all signals are routed
between the DIMM socket and the processor.
Set up design rules:

One Matched Net Lengths rule for each lane on the databus (applied on: Lane k_CLASS, DQSk_P, and „Check Nets Within
Differential Pair”=Off, others=On), One lane’s DQ and DM signal are in one Net Class, specified in the schematics.

One Matched Net Lengths rule for the clock diffpairs phase tolerance („Check Nets Within Differential Pair”=On,
others=Off). All the clocks are in a diffpair Class, so the rule is applied on the class.

One Matched Net Lengths rule for the strobe diffpairs phase tolerance („Check Nets Within Differential Pair”=On,
others=Off). All the strobes are in a diffpair Class, so the rule is applied on the class.

One absolute Length rule for the Address/Command/Control (ACC) bus. These signals are in one Net Class specified in the
schematics. The rule is applied on: ACC_CLASS. The min/max rule values will be calculated later.

One absolute Length rule for the DQS-CLK matching. The rule is applied on: DQS_CLASS. The min/max rule values will
be calculated later.
Display a list of all signals on the channel in the PCB Panel’s Nets tab, select all related Net Classes, then sort them base d on length.
Find the few longest ones and try to re-route them to be shorter. Some processor datasheets specify a maximum memory bus length,
so check if all our signals are shorter than than. (Those processors have a „simple” read data capture circuit.)
In the list of nets note the length of the longest and the shortest net (L_max and L_min, and separately for the ACC bus as well).
Choose the length of the clock signals based on three equations: L_clk >/= 1.02 * L_max - delta_L_clkdqs, and L_clk >/= 1.02 *
L_max_ACC - delta_L_clkacc, and finally L_clk >/= already_routed_clock_length.
Tune both clock diffpairs to the chosen length within the given CLK-to-CLK tolerance (or just +/-0.1mm). Use Interactive Differential
Pair Length Tuning, hit TAB key and set manual target length. Also make sure that the phase tolerance matching rule is satisfied.
After this, make sure that the clock traces are not modified anymore.
Set a value for the ACC bus absolute Length design rule: L_min = L_clk - delta_L_clkacc, L_max = L_clk + delta_L_clkacc.
Set a value for the DQS absolute Length design rule: L_min = L_clk - delta_L_clkdqs, L_max = L_clk + delta_L_clkdqs.
Match DQS signals for phase tolerance.
Match DQS signals with CLK by re-routing segments and using Interactive Differential Pair Length Tuning and using the absolute
Length rule. During tuning hit the TAB key to set reference length to be the CLK0_P net. We can have the PCB Panels Diffpair
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13.)
14.)
15.)

16.)
17.)

Editor on the screen, CLK and DQS diffpair classes enabled to manually oversee and verify net lengths how far/close they are to the
calculated ranges. Tune DQS until they are longer than L_min.
Set DQS length more accurately for every lane, by selecting the lane’s nets (the net class of DQ/DQS) sort them by length, and set
L_dqs = L_max – delta_L_dqdqs. Lengthen DQS to this new length. Do this for each lane separately.
Check if the DQS and CLK phase tolerance rules are violated or not. Fix if needed.
Lengthen the shorter tracks in every lane by re-routing segments or using Interactive Length Tuning. During tuning hit the TAB key to
set reference length (the appropriate DQS pair’s positive net). The lengthening stops when we reach the right range, then proceed to
the next signal in the lane. To easily find the related signals, use the PCB panel’s Nets tab and select the appropriate Net Class of
the actual lane, and enable „Dim” or „Select” on the header of the PCB Panel. On the PCB Panels Nets tab we can manually verify
net lengths how far/close they are to the calculated ranges.
Tune the ACC bus similarly to the data bus lanes, but set the reference signal to be CLK0_P.
Run the DRC to check if the whole bus is tuned, and also verify if the rules were working, for example by deleting a long segment
from a track should create a violation in a matching rule.

Figure 21:DDR3 SODIMM socket routed to a processor (one of the 2 used layers, 2/channel)

DDR3 Memory single-chip Interface design
This is basically the same as the DIMM-based memory interface design.
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Figure 22: Single-chip memory interface (one of the 3 used signal layers)

DDR3 SODIMM memory card design
If we have more than one memory chip, then the address bus is not point-to-point anymore and it requires From-To based design rules. In this
example we are focusing on the Address/Command bus design on a DDR3 SODIMM memory modules, based on the JESD21C 4.20.18
document, using the Raw-Card-C configuration. The Jedec standard specifies track segment lengths with both absolute and matching rules. The
data bus (DQ, DM, DQS) routing can be done in the same way as a cpu-to-DIMM motherboard design, but the absolute length rules also have to
be satisfied. The CLK to DQS matching is indirectly specified in the Jedec specifications, and its different than the a cpu-to-DIMM rules: they
specify absolute length rules for all signal groups. On DDR3 DIMMs the DQS/DQ/DM length is a lot shorter than the CLK/ACC signal lengths
to any of the DRAM chips. Since DDR3 uses „Fly-By” topology, the CLK/ACC length to the different DRAM chips (Fro-To) is different. On
DDR1/2 designs they used balanced tree topology where the CLK/ACC lengths to the different DRAM chips were matched.
The Jedec standards specify net segmenths that we have to translate into From-To design rules, for example in the figure-24 the From-Tos are:
TL0+TL1+TL2 (card-edge to first DRAM chip), TL2+TL3+TL2 (first chip to second), TL2+TL4+TL2, TL2+TL5+TL2,
TL2+TL3+TL4+TL5+TL2 (first chip to last), and TL2+TL6+TL7 (last chip to termination).
A simple way of designing DIMMs or Memory-Down is when we copy the placement and the routing from the Jedec reference design. These
reference designs are normally provided on the Jedec website for free, but in Cadence Allegro format. We have to import the Allgero file into
Altium Designer on a temporary board file, then copy/paste the routed tracks onto our board, but the components have to be there already in the
right locactions to allow the tracks to pick up the correct nets.

Figure 23: Jedec DDR3 SODIMM general routing guidelines

Figure 24: Jedec DDR3 SODIMM Address / Command routing guidelines (abs. rules)
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We will use manual absolute rule checking because of the bugs in Altium Designer related to From-To-based rule support. We can set up
matching rules for the DRC-based verification, since the DRC still works with From-To-based Matched Net Length rules.
To easily see which nets to adjust, we should have them in one net class, and highlight (dim) them through the PCB Panel’s Ne ts tab. Although
this doesn’t help us in finding them in the net list on the From-To Editor. We can also highlight the actually edited net through the From-To
Editor, by selecting the net in the net list, then right click and click on „Zoom Selected”. After this, the editing of the tracks is disabled, so we
have to press clear, then find and highlight the same net on the graphical editor using CTRL+click. Because of the no-support for From-Tos in
the On-Screen Length-Meter, we have to do hand calculations to convert the From-To adjustment to total net length adjustment.
Steps:
1)
2)

3)

4)

5)

6)
7)

Hand-route the bus and follow the specified topology. Check the Jedec reference board design (Allegro) file for the topology, plac ement,
fanout, routing and layer usage. A free Cadence Allegro Viewer can be used for this. Make sure to break the track segments at every
branch to avoid From-To length measuring errors (see the chapter about Bugs and Workarounds).
Set up the From-Tos in the PCB Panel’s From-To Editor, for all specified pin-pairs on all nets in the group. These are the DIMM card
edge to first DRAM chip’s pin, the segments between the DRAMs, from the last DRAM to the termination, and from the first DRAM
until the last DRAM (clock only).
Check the routed From-To lengths (one-by-one on the PCB Panel), if they are longer than the Jedec absolute trace length specifications.
If they are longer, then try to re-route them to be shorter. If we can not shorten all tracks, then we have to set a new target length for the
ACC bus. For a DDR3 memory address bus we can increase a few segment (card edge to first DRAM, last DRAM to Rtt) lengths by a
few millimeters. This will deviate from the standard, but if we check the different Raw Card topologies, then we would see that there are
big differences in these segment lengths. The important thing is to match the different nets on the same segment, so use a longer target
length but for all signals in the group. If we increase the ACC-bus (from card edge to first DRAM From-To) and the data bus by the
same amount, then the effect is like if the DIMM socket on the motherboard was further away from the processor/chipset, which is
completely allowed by the processors/chipsets. This might have signal integrity effects, although the static timing will be correct.
Also check if the From-To were measured correctly by the program or not. There is abug in the program that needs this workaround. The
net total length should be around the same as the sum of the From-To lengths (stubs are measured twice). If it isn’t, then we have to reroute segments until this is fixed. See the section about bugs and workarounds.
For each net one-by-one tune (lengthen) the routed segments to be within the Jedec absolute length requirements, while measuring the
length on the PCB Panel’s From-To Editor. Since the PCB Panel’s length display is not really real-time, we have to use the On-Screen
Length Meter in the following way: Check how much longer (extra) the From-To has to be (extra = desired - actual), then check initial
total net length (in the first list on the From-To Editor), hand calculate the „initial_total_net_length + extra = new_total_net_length”,
then use the Interactive Length Tuning (set manual tartget length to the calculated value by hitting TAB) to tune the appropriate segment
until we get the calculated value for the total net length. After this we verify that weather the From-To length is as it was specified in the
Jedec specs or not. We can select a net on the From-To Editor to be able to find it on the board, but it only selects the pins, not the routed
tracks, so we have to press the „Clear” button in the lower right corner to enable the access to the tracks.
Set up From-To Classes and Matched Net Length rules based on the general routing guidelines.
Run the DRC to see if all the From-Tos are properly matched.

Figure 25: JEDEC standard-based DDR3 SODIMM (Routed on four signal layers, ACC/CLK highlighted. We can see that the ACC-bus enters
the card in the middle of the edge-connector, then routed up, then changes layer and routed to the left, then routed to the first DRAM chip, then
to the second, to the third, to the last DRAM chip, then finally to the termination resistors. This way the Jedec standard ne t topology and trace
segmenth length rules can be satisfied by length tuning.)

DDR3 Memory-Down design
The „Memory-Down” is the design technique where we design a complete DIMM memory on to the motherboard, so we don’t need to use
DIMM sockets, all the memory chips will be soldered on the motherboard. In a Memory-Down configuration, we basically attach the design
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rules of a processor-to-DIMM design guide with the DIMM design guide from the Jedec specifications. The rules are given in a format like
offset_from_reference+/-delta (relative) or offset+/-delta (absolute) or min/max range (absolute) format. The motherboard design guides
normally provide relative rules, where the length of a signal group is specified relative to another signal or group (eg. ACC-bus to CLK), while
the DIMM design rules are provided as absolute rules in min/max ranges. We have to transform both constraints to offset +/-delta description,
then sum the offsets and the deltas separately. This way we get constraints from chip/die pin to chip/die pin. Because the Altium Designer’s
From-To support has some issues, we work with min/max design rules for every From-To (see above). This way we have to convert the
summed constraints into min/max range absolute rules. If we copy a Jedec DIMM layout into our motherboard desingn, then we only have to set
up the Fom-Tos on the ACC/CLK from the processor pins until the first DRAM chip on the chain, since the other segmenths will not change
and they are properly designed by the Jedec members. We have to calculate the CLK-to-DQS matching as well.
Steps:
1.)

2.)

3.)
4.)

5.)
6.)

7.)

Convert the Jedec ACC-bus trace lengths into Offset +/- Delta rules (Figure-24):
Offset = (lenght_min + lenght_max) /2
Offset_from_reference = Offset – offset_of_reference_signal
Delta = lenght_max – Offset
The reference signal for the ACC bus is the CLK0 diffpair’s positive net.
Sum the motherboard design guide’s constraints with the Jedec constraints. For the ACC bus (or separately for addr/comm, and
control bus):
Offset_from_reference = Offset_from_reference_Jedec + Offset_from_reference_CPU
Delta = Delta_Jedec + Delta_CPU.
Hand route the whole bus based on the specified topology drawing, then measure CPU-to-first_DRAM chip From-To length on all
signals on the ACC bus and clocks. Take the longest one and calculate new_offset = length_max_routed – Delta_ACC.
Calculate absolute length rules for the ACC bus (or separately for addr/comm, and control bus):
Length_min = new_offset + Offset_from_reference - Delta
Length_max = new_offset + Offset_from_reference + Delta
Manually check the From-To lengths against the calculated rules on the PCB Panel’s From-To Editor during routing, as it was
described in the above section about designing a DIMM memory card.
Set up an absolute length design rule for the databus based on the processor’s matching rules (+/-delta_L_clkdqs_cpu) and the Jedec
CLK0_P(to first DRAM)/DQS(to first DRAM) length difference (offset_L_clkdqs_jedec = L_clk0_P – L_dqs0_P). The DQS
absolute Length design rule:
Length_min = L_clk0_P - offset_L_clkdqs_jedec - delta_L_clkdqs_cpu
Length_max = L_clk0_P - offset_L_clkdqs_jedec + delta_L_clkdqs_cpu
Tune/design the databus in the same way as we did for the DIMM-based motherboard design. The only difference now is the way of
specifying the DQS length range relative to the CLK length, in the previous step. Remember, we have to set up matching rules for
every lane on the databus, measure lengths in groups, tune DQS to longest DQ then tune other DQ/DM to DQS…

Figure 26: Relative and absolute length rules
If we need to connect two memory chips to a DSP or to a graphics processor, then we can do it similarly to a 64-bit Memory-Down design, but
simply cut off the not needed part of the DIMM topology. This means for example for a 32bit interface, that we cut off the se cond half of the
x16 DRAM chips (seen on the Fly-By chain) and the track segments between them.

Bugs and workarounds
1.) The Violation list on the Design rules&Violations panel (previously on the PCB Panel’s Rules&Violations tab) does not ge t updated in case
of diffpair to diffpair matching rules, or in case of From-To based matching rules. It needs us to run the DRC. It gets updated only during net to
net matching. Fortunatelly the PCB Panels’s diffpair length and From-To length display gets updated, so we can use that to check if the routing
already meets the requirement or not. The only downside is that we have to see if the numbers are within range, we may have to note numbers
on a piece of paper and use a calculator to calculate the min/max range of the particular net, the program will not tell in real-time if the matching
rule is met or not.
2.) Sometimes the DRC and the On-Line DRC ignore some matching rules or it ignores few of the objects in the rule. Because of this bug, we
have to make sure that every rule is „alive”, for example by deleting a trace segment and checking if a new violatio n shows up. If it doesn’t
violate the matching rule, then we have to delete the rule and create a new one with a new name.
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3.) Sometimes the Length Meter displays a minimum and maximum limit that are incorrect and unrelated to the actual trace lengths or rules.
This may because it picks up a wrong target length. The best thing is to make sure by hand calculation about the minimum and maximum limits
for every trace and ignore the Length Meter’s displayed limits. We might have to set manual target length using TAB. We can also hand
calculate min/max lengths then set a rule for the range, finally set a fixed target length (in the middle of the calculated range) during length
tuning. If there are two matching rules, then sometimes the Length Meter picks up only the first rule.
4.) Lack of „Package Length” support in Altium Designer: We can design a board by using matching rules only if the package length mismatch
is smaller than the allowed length range on a particular bus. This way we have to tighten the design rules to compensate for the package length
mismatch. If the package mismatch is bigger than the allowed range of our original design rules, then we have to control every net length oneby-one, setting up Length rules for each net on the bus separately. This can mean a hundred rules for a bus. There is a way to speed this up a
littlebit, by exporting rules into a text file from the Design Rules Editor, edit it with Notepad or Excel copying rules and changing the referenced
net in them, and then importing it pack into the Design Rules Editor. In the DRE we can right click on a rule category and select „Export Rules”
or „Import Rules”.
5.) Displaying From-To Length: It works only on the PCB Panel, it doesn’t work on the On-Screen Length Meter or on the Heads-up Display.
This way we have to use the PCB Panel during editing. If we want to use the „Interactive Length Tuning” feature with From-To-based rules,
then we have to set a manual target length, like 99999mm which is longer then the net total length, since the Interactive tuning and on-screen
Length Meter only measures a net’s total length, they don’t support From-Tos. The Interactive tuning and on-screen Length Meter only
measures a net’s total length, they don’t support From-Tos. Another problem is that the violation doesn’t disappear from the list until we re-run
the DRC, and the violation details also does not get updated until we re-run the DRC. This way nothing tells in real-time if the From-To length
meets the rules or not. Basically the best method is to hand-calculate trace segment lengths and use the PCB Panel to quasi-real-time measure
the From-To lengths while comparing the measured lengths with our paper or Excel-based calculations. This might be very time consuming.
6.) The DRC sometimes doesn’t find any violations on absolute Length Rules applied on From-Tos. If we need to use absolute length rules,
then we have to check violations manually using the PCB Panels’s From-To Editor and an Excel sheet or a piece of paper.
7.) The From-To Editor sometimes displays an incorrect length for the From-Tos. For example it displays correctly for most of the nets, but for
a few ones the From-To lengths seem to be longer than they should be. Normally for these nets the sum of all From-To lengths is a lot longer
than the net total length which is a good way to finding these nets. The cause of this error is that Altium Designer is not a ble to measure partial
track segment lengths. To make sure that Altium Designer will measure correctly, we should route the tracks in a way that the tracks break at
every branch. See the drawing below. If this still doesn’t fix the length problem, then we have to delete then re-route a segment or the whole net
manually. Sometimes by simply re-routing a 5mm segment, the measured From-To length changes by 50mm. This is another bug related to the
From-To length measurements in Altium Designer.

Figure 27: Routing Effect on From-To measuring correctness

Non-existing features
For real high-speed designs, a few important features should be implemented in Altium Designer:
1)

2)

3)

4)

Package length support for large BGA devices like PC chipsets and large FPGAs. This one is the most important missing feature . For
large BGAs the signal routing lengths in the package are usually not matched, each are routed at a different random length. The
information is usually provided in an Excel spreadsheet or in a design guide or datasheet. The point in net length control is to ensure
proper timing margins at the chip receiver circuits and NOT at the package/BGA balls, the signal arrival at the BGA ball has no
significance. This way we need to control the die-pad to die-pad routing length by tuning the motherboard routing length. For this the
design software has to take the in-package routing lengths as well. Other programs like the Cadence Allegro have this feature built-in
as „Pin Delay” for library components. In Altium Designer we could have a new parameter for pins in the PCB or Schematics library
components, defining the package length. This has to also be spreadsheet editable, since in a usual case we would have to copy this
parameter for thousand-pin components.
Importing design rules from Excel spreadsheet. For example PC chipsets usually have a trace length calculator that takes the package
lengths and other parameters into account and tells the min/max range for every net on a bus. We could import this spreadsheet into
Altium Designer as one rule/net rather than manually creating 80 rules for a DIMM memory interface. Exporting net lengths work fine
from the PCB Panel’s Nets tab by using simple copy/paste Windows function.
Automatically generate From-Tos for all nets in a group or Net/DP Class, based on user defined topology. Now for a wide bus we
have to create the From-Tos for every net one by one. The Cadence Allegro has this capability, where we create pin-pairs (like FromTos) on one net, then create a rule that contains the topology relative to component designators, then apply the rule for all nets on a
group of signals.
Length Meter improvements needed: Display From-To lengths well. Display the Length meter during routing and sliding as well,
since now it pops up only during length tuning. If there are multiple rules on a net, then display multiple length meters on the screen in
the same time.
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5)

6)

7)

8)

9)

Color coding of length parameters on the PCB panel. If a trace or From-To or diffpair length meets all associated rules then the text
noting its length should become green, otherwise red. Since the on-screen length meter does not support all editing modes and rules,
we normally use the PCB panel to measure length. It would be nice if we didnt have to compare the numbers from the PCB panel with
our calculations, but the program could tell if lengths meet the rules or not.
Exporting From-To details also doesn’t work properly, since from the PCB Panel we can only select/copy the From-Tos that belong to
one net, and on the PCB List Panel the From-To routed lengths are not displayed. Also the net report does not contain From-To
details. The improvement needed would be to add a column into the PCB List Panel that shows the routed length of the From-Tos.
The Rules and Violations Panel should show the number of violations for every rule. Now we have to click on a rule to see how many
violations are there for that particular rule. If we have lots of rules then we have to check them one by one to make sure that there are
no more violations. We should be able to see these at once in one list or table.
PCB List improvements: A filter based on user defined text with wildchards could help in seeing the objects that we want to see
during editing and hiding the remaining few hundred objects that are unrelated to the actual editing. For example when we want to
adjust From-To objects on different nets, the PCB Panel only shows From-Tos that belong to one net. To speed up the tuning on
buses, we should really see same segment From-Tos on different nets in the same time. The PCB list should also display the From-To
detail, called „routed”. With Altium Designer 10 there is no user selectable column for this detail. If the PCB List did display the
From-To length and total net length as well, then we could do quick and easy Excel calculations for all From-Tos with copy/paste
from/into-Excel, this way speeding up the design process significantly. We can sort objects on the PCB List, but as soon as we start
some editing on the PCB, this sorting changes (lines get mixed up) and it becomes hard to find the lines that we were checking.
When we select a From-To on the From-To Editor, it should highlight the related track segmenths, and editing should not be disabled.
In Altium Designer 10, it only highlights the associated component pins, and the track editing/tuning is disabled. We have to press
Clear, then find the same net on the PCB which is not easy to do.
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